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A SUMMARY OF
THE CALIFORNIA FOREST TAXATION REFORM ACT

A S Ur.n.J.:IARY OF

(1)
FOREST TAXATION REFORM ACT

THE

•
Enacted as

176 - Statutes 1

II

shed an alter-

the Forest Taxation Reform Act (FTRA)

to that

native system of taxation for
of the property tax.
owners because
owner reali

zed by

tax

even though the

no income from

mentalists because

tree, by environ-

owners were encouraged to cut

excessively to avoid
officials who

a long-term reduction

tax

to the widening e
(2)

immature
The switch to another
before

was not possible

XIII, Section 3 j)

Constitu-

tion was amended by Proposition 8 in June, 1974.

valid substitute, Prop.

a

To be a

required the new taxing system to

meet the following three restrictions:
(1)

exemption of unharvested immature trees from tax,

(2)

encouragement of continued use

timberlands for

production of trees for timber products, and

1

(3)

restriction of timberland to the growing and

harvesting of timber with provisions for the ad
valorem taxation of timberland based on such
restriction.
The FTRA

provides for a timber "yield" tax, which applies
(3)

to the value of timber at the time of harvest.

The

"immediate harvest values" are determined semi-annually
by the Board of Equalization in consultation with county
(4)
assessors and timber owner representatives.
The yield
tax applies to trees harvested both from private and public
lands.
Timber was exempted from property tax as of the 1977 lien
date, and the yield tax commenced on April 1, 1977. ( 5 ) The
initial rate of 6t was designed to raise the same aggregate
tax revenue from timber as would have been collected under
the property tax in a specified base period (fiscal years
1972-73, 73-74, 74-75).

This base period revenue amount

for each individual agency is called the "minimum revenue
. guarantee" (MRG).

(6)

The aggregate MRG statewide is $26.35

million.
The yield tax rate remains at 6% through Decembe£ 31, 1977.
Thereafter, the rate is adjusted annually by the percentage
increase or decrease in the countywide average tax rate in
the 17 counties which were most heavily dependent on property
7
tax revenues from timber. ( ) The purpose of this annual
adjustment was to change the tax burden associated with the
yield tax in proportion to changes in the tax burden on
( 8)

rural property owners generally.
2

that

It was

tax co

wou

c

fluctuate over

In

immediate

state-

order to assure
wide MRG, a

rate was

From April 1,

•

7 to

surcharge

was statutorily set at 0 •
may be triggered by

tax rate to

lity

MRG, or

raise sufficient revenues to meet
by the cash balance
dropping be

$5

tax reserve

a

a

1

The surcharge, when
calendar year at a

an amount

I

, or

revenues needed to restore
MRG deficiencies, or to restore
(9)
to $5

1982, in
revenue

reserve
not

with a
atribution

be

a 5 year

period of operation.
Yield taxes are

state

by

to local governments as

5

of an

•s MRG on

November 30 and on May 30, and the agency's proportionate
share of any funds in excess of the statewide MRG which

fisca~

remain at the end of each

year. (

) This "surplus"

fund allocation is determined by the yield tax collections,
from within that agency's boundaries (point of harvest)
compared to the total statewide yield tax collections. (ll)

3

The FTRA provides that timberland zoned within a
"timberland preserve zone" be valued initially according
(12)

to a statutorily - provided schedule of land values.
Thereafter, each county would assess such timberland in
. {13)

accordance with uniform land grading rules,

and tri-

ennially - updated values per grade, as prepared by the
Board of Equalization.

Values attributable to existing,
(14)
compatible uses may be added.

The "timberland preserve zone" (TPZ) is the heart of the
(15)
enforceable restriction required by the Constitution.
The TPZ is a locally - imposed zoning ordinance, which is
applicable for 10 years, with one year being added on each
anniversary date of the zoning; in effect, a 10-year "rolling"
(16)
zone.
Once in the zone, a land owner may be removed only
(17)

upon (1) "rezoning"

by the board of supervisors, in which

case the final use change does not become effective until a
(lB)
10 year period expires, or (2) "immediate rezoning",
which allows an instant use change, but which requires a
4/5ths vote of the county board, adoption of stringent findings
and special approval by the State Board of Forestry when a
use "conversion" permit is required under the Forest Practice
Act. A "tax recoupment fee" penalty is also assessed against
a land owner whose property is "immediately rezoned," to
recover the tax benefits accorded the owner when the property
(19)
was zoned TPZ, up to a period of 10 years.
Property may be zoned as TPZ in one of 3 ways. In March 1977,
counties were

r~quired

to zone as TPA all property designated

by the assessor as its highest and
4

~est

use being timber-

( 20)

land (List A) as of

date.

76

Property owners

on List A could contest placement in TPZ and be excluded
by a 3/Sths vote.

All other properties would be zoned as

TPZ.
Next, the assessor prepared a

of all properties used

for timber growing and harvesting, although such use did

(2

not constitute the land's highest and best use (List B).
By March 1978, counties were required to zone as TPZ all
such properties except

excluded "in the pub

interest"

by a 3/Sths vote.
Finally, any owner

property was left off of both

Lists A and B, and who wished to be zoned TPZ, may petition
(22}
the county.
If his property meets certain minimum criteria
(which may be
the land must be zoned as TPZ;

to meet the cri-

teria, the county may refuse to zone the property as TPZ, or
may do so based on the owner meeting other conditions.
The FTRA outlines the parameters of 11 compatible uses", which
(23)
are established by each county.
Restrictions are also
imposed on an owner's
to subdivide parcels zoned as
(24)
TPZ.
Public agencies and utilities are limited in the type
of public improvements which may be located on land within a
(25)

TPZ.

Timberland zoned as TPZ which is within a Williamson

Act (land conservation, open space) contract, is phased out
of such contract, and the land valuation and land use restrictions of the TPZ are substituted for those which applied under
(26)
the Williamson Act.
The Legislative Analyst and the Office
5

of Planning and Research are to study the FTRA's tax administration and impact on forest resources, respectively, and
(27)
report to the Legislature by March 1, 1980.

Footnotes

(2)

.For further discussion of ad valorem tax on timber see:
Taxation of Timber and Timberland; California Forest Protective
Association; February 1974; pages 7-

California Timber: A
Forest

sis;
sso-

Forest Tax Alternatives For Ore pn; w. David
K emperer1 Oregon Leg1s at1ve Interim committee on Revenue:
January 19781 pages 44-45

(3)·

Section 38115 Revenue and Taxation Code (R&TC)

(4)

Section 38204 R&TC

(5)

Section 436 R&TC

(6)

Section 27423 Government Code

(7)

Section 38202 R&TC (Effective in 1979, the yield tax rate
dropped from the initial 6% to 3%. This substantial
reduction was occasioned by the impact of Proposition 13_,
which cut property tax rates by approximately 5~~ statew1de.)

(8)

See Teeguarden report, opcit, page 33

(9)

Sections 38301, 38303, 38907 R&TC
6

•

(10)

Section 38905 R&TC

(11)

Section 38906 R&TC

(12)

Section 434.5 R&TC

{13)

Sections 434 and 434.1 R&TC

{14)

Section 435 R&TC

(15)

See generally Chapter 6.7 "Timberland" (commencing with
Section 51100) of Part 1, Division 1, Title 5 of the
Government Code

(16)

Sections 51100(g), 51114, 51115, 51117, 51118 Government Code

(17)

Article 3, Chapter 6.7

(18)

Article 4, Chapter 6.7

(1,9)

Article 5, Chapter 6.7

(20)

Sections 51110 and 51112 (a),

(21)

Sections 51110.1, 51110.3 and 51112 (c) Government Code

(22)

Section 51113 Government Code

(23)

Sections 51100 (h), 51111, 51116 Government Code

(24)

Section 51119.5 Government Code

(25)

Article 6, Chapter 6.7

{26)

Section 51246 Government Code

(27)

Section 65041 Government Code, and 38205 R&TC

•

7

(b) Government Code
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PROPERTY

PART 18.5.
Chapter

TAX*t

General Provisions
lmposmon of
Delermin~tion of
Timber Reserve

3
4.
4.5

~~J~d

Definitions

38351.

5.

311401-38452
3850l..J8563.
3800 l-3863 l

1.
9

10

1.

t 38101

i 38102.
i 38103
§ 38103.1
38104.
§ 38105
'38106
§ 38!00.
t 38108.

i

t 38!09

t38ll0

*

ASD DEFINITIONS

GESERAL

Title.
Construction.
"Timber··
'7~mberla:nd ...
'7imber owner ··
"Rate
county
"Person
'7ax rate
"Yield tax.

3810L Title.
Yield Tax Law."
38102.
the

..
may

is

as

who
owned
a
entity exempt from state taxation
the
or laws of the
United States or under the Constitution or laws of the State of California.
"Timber owner" includes any
who owns or acquires legal title or
beneficial title to downed
in this state.
• Th~ y\Pid lax tm~ ohall b.176. m W<"<'l
1 Part 18 5 "'"' add~ by Stau
Not•.-S..d>on 17 of Slats 1!176. Ch 176,
1\nds ..,d d...,!.,..,. that the ~ld to impooed by
!hu O<'t ... •t•te tn wluch .. authonz~
rubd.VlJ!Ioo (j}
3 of Amcl<e xm of the Coruntution for the lt&te
!>U'JXlS" of enrouragwg th~ ronbnu~ ~of l:!mb.-rLmd& for In~ produchon of rr~ for tun!J..r products In domg 110, the
pubLc policy of th~ •tate "' e:cpre<sed rn the Constitubon will b.- enmely full\ll~ ond the stale u a whole will benefit
The )'\eld llu is tn t... u of all ad valorem
~,u.,. on timber
Sees llll and 2J thereof prOVld~ no payment
ll!ate to local government< because of this act

*

act
known and may be cited as the
.. Z'berg-Warren-Keene·Collier Forest Taxation Reform Act of 1976."

Stats. 1976: AB 1258, as amended
77)
8

OTHER TAXES

acting as a unit.
38107.

"Tax rate area" means a
of

38109.

value of
trees in quantities
area nearest to the
where the

measure
conversion
units of measure in use in California to
unit
as a standard.
38110.
tax." "Yield tax" means the
net volume
harvested
value per unit
the

9

as determined
Advisory
after public
a standard unit of
convert prevalent
Clog
or
amount derived by
appropriate
tax rate.
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t

3820'2

'31!2XJ.3

t

3.'121}4

'~
38202.
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38204.

Hiot,..,..--litaiU 1111"1. Cll

in "ff""'t S..pt,.mbor 11. 1111"1. !!dd..:l "on
itn and~· and s•on Juni!!t SY',

m

befMe O"""""ber 31. 1111"1. and" to

s.ubdivision (a) batw9en ··oecember

reports.
10ffe<:l l><op! ..mber 17. 1111"1.

10~

...,nd"

..eeond

plltriiiJf!Ojl!l'l

MtwMn
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38351.

giving such
Histor,t -St&tu lin. Ch. IIIU

inl<:wm,.ti<>n '"" the i><>olrd ""'Y

eff""t S..pt,.mber

roquirG." for .. thii name &nd add reM of hie piacG of
and th• ~ocation of the arM& whktii he int4!mdtJ to
f•il timber or •equlro 1"'9•1 tltl• or ben•Hci .. ! title to fOIIi...S m down41d timber."

Article I.
2
3.
4
5

Returns md P•vments

6

lnter.-sl and PenaltJes

Determinat1ons

2

OTHER TAXES

Article l.

537

Returns and Payments

Due date
Return
F!lmg return
Return period~
Extension of time.

38401. Due date. The taxes imposed by this part are due and payable
to the board quarterly on or before the last day of the month next
succeeding each quarterly period in which the scaling date for the timber
harvested occurs.
38402. Return. On or before
last day of the month following each
calendar quarter, a return for the preceding
with the board in such form as the board mav
include the following information with respe~t to
harvested by the
timber owner in the preceding calendar quarter: the volume harvested
and the number of Christmas trees cut according to each tax rate area, as
assigned by the assessor pursuant to Section 4582.8 of the Public Resources
the quarter the Christmas
Code; the quarter the timber ~:as harvested
trees were cut; the date or dates the timber was scaled;
species; and
any other information deemed necessary by the board for the
administration of this part. In case the timber is harvested or the
Christmas trees are cut from a tax rate area the boundaries of which have
changed, the timber owner shall apportion the volume according to
number of acres in each tax rate area affected
the change according
to the number of acres in each from which the timber was harvested. At
request, the board shall provide copies of these returns to the assessor
of the county from which the timber was harvested.
38403. Filing return. The person required to file the return shall
deliver
return together with a remittance of the amount of the tax due
to
office of the board.
38404.
periods. The board if it deems it necessary in order to
insure payment to or facilitate the collection by the state of the amount
of taxes, may require returns and payment of
amount of taxes for
quarterly
other than calendar quarters, or for other than quarterly
periods.
38405. Extension of time. The board for good cause may extend for
not to exceed one month the time for making any return or paying any
amount required to be paid under this part. The extension may be granted
at any time provided a request therefor is filed with the board within or
prior to
period for which the extension may be granted.
Any person to whom an extension is granted shall pay, in addition to the
tax, interest at
rate of 1 percent per month, or fraction thereof, from
the
on which the tax would have been due without the extension until
the date of payment.
Article 2.
~ 38411

i

38412.

§ 38413

i

38414

' 38415

Deficiency Determinations

Deficiency determinahon.
Interest.
Offsets.
10 percent penalty
25 p.-rcent p.-nll.lty.

13
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i
~
~
~

3&4!6
3&417
JM!!l
3Ml9

38411.

"'ot>ce of determmal:ion
limilahom;
determinations
limitations. deficiency determinatwn. dec.-denl
Wuver.

determination. If
amount of tax

to

to
served perscm<lllv
to Section
to
person at
the service shall be
the notice in the mail
38417. Limitations; deficiency determinations. Except in
case of
fraud, intent to evade this
or
rules and regulations, or
determination shall
failure to make a return, every notice of a
be mailed within three years after the
the calendar month
following the quarterly period for which the amount is
to be
determined or within three
after the return is
w;1ichever
period expires the later. In
case of failure to make a return, every
notice of determination shall be mailed within eight years after the last
day of the calendar month following the quarterly period for which the
amount is proposed to be determined.

14

539

OTHER TAXES

deficiency
decedent. In the case
under this part
lifetime of a de1:::eclen
shall
within four months
in the form
by the board, by the
estate or trust or by any other person liable for the tax or
any portion
38419. Waiver. If
Section 38417 for the
has f'O!n ~•·n t

of the time prescribed in
'"'""'''"'r'" determination the

notice after such
expiration of the
in
upon.

3.

Determinations if 1'\o Return

Determination; failure to file return
Offsets.
Interest.
Penalties.
!';once of determination.

38421. Determination; failure to file return. If any person fails to
make a return, the
make an estimate of
amount of
total
timber harvested
person and the immediate harvest value of that
The estimate shall be made for
or periods in respect
to which the person
to make a return and shall be based upon any
information which is in the board's possession or may come in its
the basis
estimate the board shall compute and
amount required to be paid to the state, adding to the sum
at a penalty equal to 10 percent thereof. One or more
oetez·mmattlcms may be made for one or for more than one period. When
discontinues activities subject to
tax, a
may be
time thereafter,
the periods
in Section 38417,
arising out of
person's activities subject to the tax,
""'"n"" of whether the determination is
prior to the due
liability as otherwise specified in this part.
board may offset
38422. Offsets. In making a determination
overpayments for a period or periods, together with interest on the
period or periods,
overpayments, against underpayments for
underpayments. The
penalties, and
the interest on
be computed in the
interest on underpayments and overpayments
manner set forth in Sections 38451 and 38606.
38423. Interest. The amount of the determination, exclusive of
interest at
rate of 1 percent per month, or fraction
of
month following
quarterly period for
from the last
amount or any portion thereof should have been returned until
of payment.

15
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38424.
fraud or an intent to evade this
25 percent of
amount
penalties, shall be
provided in Section 38421.
38425.

Article 4.
' 3&4Jl
4 3&4J2
t 38433
§ 38434.

de!<"rminatiorL
and
Petition for redeterm::nation, security.
Service of notice

38431.

•
Service of notice.
served personally or
in
of a deficiency determination.
5.
~ 38441

i
t

38442
38«3

'3844-4

Pll445
• 38446.
' 38447

Petition for rl"determinalion.
Form and content of ~tition.
Oral hearing
Decr<>ase or increase of determination.
Finalitv dat<> of order or decision
Due d~te of determination, ~nalty .
Service of notice.

541
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38441.

redetennination.
whom a
Artidf's 2 or 3
or any person
for a redetermination within 30 days after
notice
a
for redetermination
determination becomes final at
Every petition for
state the specific grounds
amended to state
the board issues
is filed within

and, if
the person an oral
time and place of
from time to time as may
Decrease or increase
detennination. The
amount of the

may
it becomes

be

to pay any tax to
and paid to the
under Articles
pay a penalty of 10

7

CHAPTER 6.

COLLECTIO~ OF TAXES

Article I.
4.

5
6.

7.

Article
i

38.501
; 38502.

Tax

Security.

Notice !o creditors

38501

board.
States or the
may, however, be
the prevailing
amounts

38502.

Notice to creditors.

If
the amount
determination
unpaid, the
18

19

2.
t
i

38511.

t
i

38514
38515.

Suit

f 38513.

38511. Court action.
any amount of tax
at any time

amount
38..') 12.

action, and
service of summons,
the proceedings.
38..'513.

~-''~·"u'"

Attachment.

no bond or affidavit

amounts set
provisions of
of the amounts.
38515.

state
timber owner in
forthwith
sent
or home office.
Tax
~ 3&'521

§ 3&'522
~ 38523.
~ 38524

Abstract
Execution

38521.
the state
years after
Sacramento
required to be

20

545

OTHER TAXES

in

issue upon
upon
same manner as execution may issue upon
sales
under such execution as
of
Lien of Tax

4.
§
§
§
§
§

38531
38532
38533
38534.
38535
~ 38536

nec·orcunu certificate; hen
Filing
Secretary
State; statewide
Release of lien
Unenforceable lien.
Certificate of release.

any person
satisfied first
of
assets.
of executors,
due from
concealed, or
upon
over any recorded lien
amounts
to
subordinate
section
services by Sections 1204

!8-770!0

21

546

•

for

22
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38541. Warrant; time
issuing. At any time within
years after
any person is
in the payment of any amount herein required
to be
or
lO years after the
of an abstract under
Section 38523 or of a certificate
Section
board or its
authorized representative may issue a warrant for the enforcement of any
liens and for the collection
any amount
to be paid to the state
under this part. The warrant shall be directed to any sheriff, marshal or
constable and shall
the same effect as a writ of execution. The
be
and sale
to it in
same manner
the same
as a
to a writ of
execution.
Fees and expenses. The
pay or
to the
marshal or
the same
and expenses for
his services as are provided by law for similar services pursuant to ~ writ
of execution. The board, and not the court, shall approve the fees for
publication in a newspaper.
38542.

38543.

fees.

The

the
may be
manner provided in this
Article 6.

Seizure

Sale

Seizure and sale.
l'liotice of sale.
Bill of sale, deed.
Disposition of proceeds.

interest or
on account of
38552. Notice of sale. Notice
sale and the time and place
thereof shaH be
to the
in writing at least lO days
before the date set for the sale in
manner: The notice shall
be enclosed in an envelope addressed to the nPr~"'"' at his last known
address or place of
in this state. It
in the United
States mail, postage
The notice
10 days before the
set for the sale
circulation published in
sold. If
shall
posted in
date set for
notice
contain a
to be
a statement of the amount
and costs,
name of the
unless the amount due,
the time fixed in the notice for
the property, or so much of it as
may be necessary, will be sold in accordance with law and the notice.

23

PROPERTY

3&'l6L
38562
38563.

LAWS

Report of oo!lectioru
Remedies, cumulative.
Board, lluthonty

38561.

the amount
thereof.

CHAPTER. 7.
Article l.
3.
4

OVERPAYMENTS AND REFUNDS

Chum for
Suit !or Refund
Recovery of Erron<"'us Refunds.
Cancellations. 4 38631.

1.
t 3860!.
i 3860'2
9 38603.
; 38604.
t 38605.

i' 38606.
38607.

Claim for

Claim, !imitation
Form and content
claim.
Effect of failure to rJe claim.
Notice of action on claim.
Interest.
Disallowance of interest; waiver.

24

38621 -3862:}.
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amount,
or
been
or
set forth that fact in
to the State

38601.

38603.
and

be in writing
is founded.

time n,.,,.,.,,,.,
state on account
38605. Notice
or

38606. Interest. Interest shall be
amount of tax at the rate of 1 ,...., ... ,..,...,
calendar

2

550

~

3861!
38612.
38613.
t 38614
§ 38615
t 38616.
~ 38617.

i
t

Interest.
Judgment for

forbidden.

to
any demand
38614. When

26
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551

Erroneous refunds; actions
Place of trial
Rules of procedure, etc,

Controller may recover any
and
credit or part
in a court of
name of

38623.

the

Article 4.
~

38631.

Cancellation of determinations,

38631. Cancellation of determinations. ·If any amount in excess of one
thousand dollars ($1,000) has
the return or

27

552

38705.

information

28

SB 8

• 38

Stat. 1979

9.

VIOLATIONS AND RES

Criminal penaltie$.
Same

court.
as

of any of
years after
commission of the offense.
38805. Res
this
is for the same
CHAPTER

any case arising under
if the
involved
another case previously
OF PROCEEDS

Co!lectio'l and

interest and penalties
under this part
and
chapter.

interest, penalties and other
except the amounts paid or
be
in the Timber Tax

29

554
for

38903.1.

38904.

fund.

38905

30
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38907.
and each December 1
1981, the Controller
amount necessary to restore any
in
subdivision (c) of Section 38905, plus the amount
to bring the
current balance of the Timber Tax Reserve Fund up to five million dollars
($5,000,000).

''""'"'"'t

Hlatory.--SUIU. ltTI. Ch.IIIU, In •ffeet S..pt<Omber 17. 11171. 5ubetituted "ltn'' fM "ttn'' ""d aubetltuted
nMded to bring the curntnt bal&nc• of th• Timber Tu "'""""""'Fund up to fiv• million <!ollal'll !t5.000.000l." fov
"dlff•r•nce between fiv• million dollar$ (li.OOO.OOO) and tlwo curr•nt balanc10 of th" T!mbar Tax ~'~""""""Fund."

38908. Disbursements
governmental entities
or 38906 may
such

entities. Local
pursuant to Section 38905
restriction .

•

32
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34

History.-A<Idtld by llt•ta. 1116. Ch. ns. In •ffoct May 24, 1m. 11Dta. 11m. Ch
auba:titutflllld ··ennuaf mu.eased value ... fM

··ever~tge

ennuaf

&:lNJ1U~ed vD~ue~'

w. in effect kpt...,.l>ef n. 11m.

in the ftrat

untonco oM added~

end thi!'Cf oenl~>n<:M of 11ub<livloion
and the
to ~ub<llvi&loo till
the wpr<l "lnch;e•lve... In
aubdtv,aion (d). ~>ub#tituted ..
or ri!WiMtd
for ·~amount~:~· and
materil!l foUowi .... the
pnrue "for eeeh
which for" wao
formed in tho preceding fioc•l
M<:h taXi"llJ
agency which waa
in
p.f"ectiding fts.cef yoar
th* purpoua of this eubdiviaton, the average annutd

,.w

"""'·and

ea~aed value attributab-le to timber for a

agency formed 3Ub~UOr'l1 to Jun• lO. 1tM. s.haU be the $Um
o1 the vsJuea of the tax rate ertuam. ea
the AIHta.or pursuant to eutxhvi&lon (mi. whK:h cor,...~
to tho egency'e
boundedea, m:a if thst agency had I\ICtut:Hy exiated during fta.cel yoen 1172-71 to 1t74-l'i.
inclusive. and
tax rate shall boa thst whfeh tho taxing
was euthor!zod to ••vv in the ywr the agency

waa formed.
subetituted

T~

ControHer

lid just I!U'td corrttet any
dMmed to boa lneceruata. In aubdtvta!on Co,
""county auditor'" in the fir11t MfH:enee for "of each county in whtch one or tn(K"8
formed or diaeofvod during thtt procodmg fle.t:&f yeer e """iMd annual yield
TM amount added to or dedueteod hom A eounty"a g:u·•v,oua onnuet yield tax rwenue
tax revenue &ttribut&bio to timber. t~~a eertif'I!Jd to the Controller by th& county
~d). TM reviaed annual

tax revfllrH.H!i gua•antM aha!! take etfoct for
and aubd1v13ion (e) of Section~
&heU romtdn
effsc1 until aubM<~u•nt revieton
<l.,t<>rmh"' the b&M yo!lt t~mber vtttue
eeeh
Section~

under thts fMJbdht~!J.Kln " tn eubdtvtmion
t.sx rato 3rom ~;HKtM by the
acrM
timberhtnd ~n Meh ~:t

det«!!rmh·uuion" fOf
ttumbM fJri
e<I<!M oub<li>rl!Oi<>n

·· ""d

of

35

~:moo

over the land.

specific instance
of
(1)
(2)
(3) A use

of forest
storage areas;
(4) The

or maintenance of gas,

111 Chaptrr 67 \o\aS i.iiddt"'d b) Stab

l7ti m t>fft-ct
state to local p:overnments ~eust' of Hus act

36

24, 1976

~s

20 and 21 thereof prond.,O no p•yment b)
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or
thai is
of the date on which
or 51113 take~ effect.
area in which there i!. a
"'""'""·-""'""" 1~n. Ch W. in effect S..pt•mber 11. 1117, <l•letoo ..., .. from aubdivioion (jj betw""n wordo
mu1d

··zoning~·.

apphcable

To:
Forest Taxation Reform
for the zoning of land
(TPZ).
the

assessor has assembled a list (list
for growing
as of March
in this list
"A":

7

621

or
written
not a
council
use for such
Upon receipt of such
on the
to be
(d) as
year and each
owner's notice
value for such
preserve.

into account
the
as timberland

38
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parcel no.)
1, 1978, for the
be
at least

in

can
to
council} that it would not
in
be zoned as TPZ. Parcels on list
alternate zone, if no
zone

39

Forest Taxation Reform Act,
as TPZ
the owner
of the full board (or
interest for such parcel(s) to
zoned as TPZ will receive an
exists.

History --Stat• t~n. Ch. 111>3. in <11ffo.::t S•pt•ml>olr
paragraph of aubdivioion !1:>1.

51111.
of list of
or before
1,
detailed
of
timberland preserve.
51112.
of
1,1977,
planning commission
hearing, shall zone as

""l>oltitutiii<l

'"P"""'H*l" for

"~~"""''"'" In fourth

On
a
as

of the

624
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625

Hiotory.-Stata. 1917. Ch. 1115:1. in effoet l>•pt$mb<or 11. !577, <J""'IInated tha first paragraph 111a (11 of subdivision
(a I •nd added """•graph (21 of the oubdiviaion Added the &l>Cond peregraph ol peragr•ph (li of aubdiviaion !el
and added peragrapha l4l and 1111 to tho aubdiviaion.

42
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51 13.5 Additions to timberland .,...,,,,.,,.....,.,
an owner with timberlands
Sections
12
13

History-$tmts. 1tn. Ch .:!. in •Nee! l><!pt•mbor 17.
a~& timborllQnd
that "'""' utisfy th.,t seet~o<;.

coot•c••ouo to the ttmbofirtand atreedy ton.O

""<!

subotltute<! .... ,<! 1111 of ~>eCtion 51100
th!ll!
'"
aubdwhtton
for "of S.Ct~on 11100 or

51118.

restriction
such a manner as
chapter.
51119. Section
applicable.
as

not
to zone a
to Section 51112 or 51113

3
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Section
Hiotory.-Stato. 11n. Ch.IIU, in !>H..ct S<&!>l$i'!"lb<"

""'lion f<x "Adoi>Uon
f<O<Iuiro•m••nts of S""'tlon :W11l1

of timbedand prl'bMrve zone•

of tho Public Ro100urc..,.

51119.5 .

•
H•atory.-Stat• nn. Ch 1153. in 10lfO>Ct S•pt<>mWt 17, WTI. oubotllul&<! pt®Mnt wording
timberland prG-.4U"V& under this chapter may not be divided into !)3rtefa conuumng h~••
ownora of reeulting percah~ •ubmit a joint timbet
regiat•r&d profttaaionst for0ster. end auch owner& 6nter

!\%

manage and hervut timber on the timberland jointly, and are bot.md
for a minimum period of 10 v••r•- Such division ehaii be apptoved by a

acrea unkts.3

prepar&d or approvtrd ate !O cont&nt
contr&ct w1th
boilrd

of I'JUCh

mona~''""''"'t

vote of the full

Article 3.
~ 5!120
~ 51121

Request of owner. notice and
\' ote of board or council, nolle<'

51120.

preserve zone.
owner
desired, and shall folio\>.' "''"'""''"t1'
to 65857, inclusive,
given at least 90
zoning term shall
(b) Within 120

a new zone
new zone
effective 10 years
date of <HTnrrnt<&
shall be valued pursuant to Section
the Revenue and Taxation Code,
in the same manner as if a restriction were
as provided for in
Section 51091 or 51245 of
(e) If fhe board or council denies the owner's
zone pursuant to subdivision
, the owner may
51121. Vote
board
procedure. (a) If the board
majority vote of the full body desires in any year not to

44
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or city shall give written notice of its intent to rezone
established
to subdivision
Section
proposed new zone shall
Unless the written notice
is given at least 90
to
date
the
zoning,
the zoning term
(b) Upon
by the owner of a notice of intent to rezone from the
county or city, the owner may make written protest of the notice and may
appeal to the board or council
30
of notice from the countr
or city. The board or council may at any time prior to the anniversary date
withdraw
notice of intent to rezone.
(c)
board or
hold a
hearing on the proposed
change
the
may reaffirm its intent to
and
(d) A new zone of a
10 years from the date of
the
(c). Upon rezoning the
parcel shall
the Revenue and Taxation
Code.
(e) The owner may petition to be reheard.
""''"'""'"r~,,. .. ,~c

Hia!Ory.-Stata. ltYI. Ch. 853, in effect S..pt•ml>l>r 17, 117'1. aul>!>tltut!MI "intent to rszon&" for "nonren•wel" In
from the own"' of" written proteot ol the •oning change."
eubdivla<on {bi. and de!et!M! th• pkr• ... "Upon
before the w<><do "th" board" in aubd!vlalon
<!el•tl>d the phraM "date purouent to oubdivision l•l. or
In tho cau oliO public hNring the del" of
~>afore the word "r...,ffirm .. tion" in aubdiviaion (di.

Article 4.
~

t
t
t
~

51130
5113!
51132.
51!33
51 !34.

Purpose of article
of owner
notice and hearing; nrocf'durP
for conversion
for conversion not

51130. Purpose
The purpose
from
as timberland preserve
when
continued use of
desirable to
Constitution

this article is to provide
to this chapter only
preserve is neither
Section 3U)

preserve zone may not be
to a request by a landowner, and
procedure.
17, 1977.]

[Repeal~d

by

Section

5

629

Public Resources
of Forestry
or council shall
zone

timberland preserve zone.
The
uneconomic
there is no other reasonable or
the land
be

Hiotory ......:Stat•. ltn. Ch li!S3, in •H""t
l$TI, oubutiluted ''d<><oo' for ''would" In ~'"""II'"""
of
sutx:hvua$on (a j Also substhute.-d .. wm .. for
and ..by tha applicant if the immediate rezoning i:aH
..if
the conv•raion ...,.,..in
(31 of aubdivioion (a) and edded per•groph (4). Addttd "pursu•nt to 'ltlis
8111Ction .. to aubdivision

46
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From Zone

5.
Certification
rezon.n,;
Recordmg with county recorder.
lmmf'diaie rezoning. lax
Fee im:!.caled
assessment

(a) Upon
zone, a tax
Within 90 days

same manner as an assessment
after such certification the
10
the tax

Year

Multiple

! .................................................................................................... 1.06000
2 .................................................................................................. 2.18360
3 .................................................................................................. 3.37462
4 .................................................................................................. 4.63709

5 .................................................................................................. 5.97332
6 .................................................................................................. 7.39384
7 .................................................................................................. 8.89747
8 .................................................................................................. 10.49132

9 .................................................................................................. 12.18080
10 .................................................................................................. 13.97164

7
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GOVERNMENT

as
7

make written
waiver of tax
if it

51146. Fee indicated
imposed under this
when so

§
§

151

~ 51152

§ 51153
§ 51154
§ 51155

51150.

Except1on
Enforcement bv "'a1naa:mm
RezonmJ< requi.red wh~?n TPZ

Public

or person to
•Addt"d b) Stats 19'77, Ch 1153. m elf<'<'! Septemb.-r 17, 1977

48

by pubhc

aj..';enc~
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or person to
a public improvement
does not apply to the erection,
or maintenance of gas,
water, or
communication transmission
within a TPZ if that TPZ was
after submission of the location of such facilities to the city or
timberland preserve. (a) !'\o
improvement within a
of
timberland zoned as

Section 51152
'"''"'"'"''rn<>nt~

where the board or
to the location rn,PY&>A>
the board or

Sections 301 to 622,
on

proceedings

have

been

Section 51152
be
by the local governing body
zone or the
of
whose determination of
of
of the

<lPHHHH"<:

when
\Vhen anv action in eminent
fee title of an ~ntire
of land
filed
when
is

TPZ

acquired by public
for the condemnation of

633
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TIMBERLAND VALUATION

52. (a) Notwithstanding any other provlSlon of this
division, property which is enforccably restricted
to Section 8
Article
the California
tax purposes
Section 421)
and Article 1
Section 439) of
Chapter 3 of
(b) Notwithstanding any
provision of this
division, property restricted to timberland use pursuant
to subdivision (j) of Section 3 of Article XIII of the
California Constitution shall be valued for property tax
to
1.7
with
of this
golf course
California
accordance
Notwithstanding
proviSIOns
this division,
property subject to valuation
to Section 11 of
Article XIII of
valued
for property tax purposes in accordance with such
section.
Article 1.7.
~ 431.

§ 432.
§ 433.
§ 434.

4 434.1
§ 4342.
~

434.5.

§ 435.
§436

§ 43i.

Vaiuation of Timberland and Timber*

Defini lions.
Adoption of rules or reguations.
Notation of zoning on asS€'ssment roll.
Instructions for grading timberland; grading.
Rules for
timberland; grading.
Timber
Value of
Valuation of timberland.
Timber exempt from property taxation.
Addition to a-'sessed value of a taxing agency.

431. Definitions. For purposes of this article:
(a) "Timber" means trees of any species maintained for eventual
harvest for forest products purposes,
planted or of natural
growth, standing or down, on privately or publicly owned lands, including
Christmas trees, but does not mean nursery stock.
means land zoned pursuant to Chapter 6.7
(commencing
Section 5ll00) of Part l of Division 1 of Title 5 of the
Government Code.
(c) "Timber Advisory Committee" means a standing committee
appointed by the board composed of one representative of the Board of
Equalization, one representative of the Board of Forestry, five assessors
from the rate adjustment counties defined in Section 38105, and one
member representing small-scale
owners, and one member
representing large-scale timber owners.
432. Adoption of rules or regulations. Any rule or regulation
shall be in compliance w:ith
required to be adopted pursuant to this
procedures set forth for adoption of rules under the Administrative
Procedure Act.
to

~ents

176, in effect May 24, !976. &<:-!;. 20 and 21 thereof provided no payment by state
act. Sec. 2:2 thereof
that the property tax MSf>ssmt:"nt provirioru shall be
for the 1977-78
year

5

Hcdwood u·gion

Site
Site
Site
Site
Site.

I ...
H.

IV
V (and

$30

inoperable) .

5

(b) On or
January 1, 1980, and every third year thereafter,
board after comultation with
timber advisory committee and
in compliance with procedures set forth
adoption of rules under
the Administrative Procedure Ad, sh:1ll adopt schedules
reestablishing the value of each grade
timberland graded pursuant
to Section 434 as if it \V<:>H' bare of forest
_
recognizing that
timber
values to county
shall remain in
revision
provisions of this
(c) Commencing January 1, 1977.

board shall collect such data

as may
nece.ssary to accurately
timberland pursuant to
subdivision (b).
(d} In
regulations pursuant .to subdivision (b) the
board
l
subject to the
board
base
value
]and upon the existence
of a 10-year enforceable restriction using com
accepted
_systems of Yaluation.
(2) \Vhen the board is valuing
property within a
timberland preserve zone by
with sales· of other
properties in order to
considered comparable,
properties sold shaH be at least 160 acres in size and shall be similarly
restricted under a timberland preserve zone. Size
any discount
for size and amenities shall r!ot be
in determining the value
land zoned as timberland preserve
by a method
employing the use of comparable
{e) For
of this
the
of each acre of
timberland
each site dass. within a timberland preserve zone,
be presumed no
than
derived
to
subdivision (f).
·
board shaH:
(I) Prepare, or cause to be prepared, timberland site capability
tables which shall prescribe by site classification
potentia] annual
of wood
or mixture
species per acre.
(2) Multiply
potential annual yidd
10 percent.
Multiply
result
paragraph
an immediate harvest
averaged
previous 20 quarters,
is appropdate for
the geographical area
such timberland values shall be
applied
of paragraph (3) by a capitalization rate of
a decimal
(2) of this subdivision, the Legislature
is the average percent of income from
wood that can be attributed to timber]and
contributing to such income, and the
it is in
interest that
derived
of
timberland
preserve zones shall not exceed this percentage.
(g) For
of this section,
value of each acre of
timberland
preserve zone shaH be presumed to
be no
dollars ( $20) per acre.
For
section, the term .. value" (and its
derivo.~.tives) mt'ans
value .. a~
in Sf•ction ll0.5.
(i) The Legislature
and declares thai i he foregoing values
are consistent
the
t
used primarily for
are consistent with
intent
XIII
Constitution.
nr,P<:<:P£1 a5

5

5
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PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE
DIVISIO:\' 4.
CHAPTER

8.

Article 7.

FORESTS

FOREST PRACTICE ACT

Timber Harvesting

4582.8. Timber harvesting plans; tax rate area designations. (a) On
or before January 1, 1977, the State Forester shall transmit a copy of all
han es!ing plans deemed to
in
under Section
4582..7, which are in effect on that date, to the State Board of Equalization
and to the assessors of the counties in
thC'
subjC'cl to the
barn's!
is
On or before
l, 1977, the
assessor shall assign the
appropriate tax rate area designations to the
and transmit a copy
thereof to the timber owner listed in the
and to
the State Board of Equalization.
(b) Effectin' on January 1, 1977, within 10 days after a timber
han·psting plan is deemed in conformance
Section 4582.7, or within
10 days after receipt of a notice of timber operations pursuant to
subdi, ision (c), the State Forester shall transmit copies thereof to the
State Board of Equalization and the assessor of the countv in which the
timber subject to.the harvesting plan or notice is located:
Within 10 days after receipt of a copy of the timber harvesting plan or
notice, the county assessor shall
appropriate tax rate area
designations to the plan or notice
transmit copies thereof to the
timber owner listed in the timber harvesting
or notice and to the
State Board of Equalization.
(c) Effective on ~farch 1, 1977, within 10
of harvesting timber on
land not subject to a timber harvesting
public lands of a
federal agency, each timber owner or operator
notify the county
assessor of the location of such
and the assessor shall assign the
tax rate area designations
transmit copies
to
operator, if the land from
timber is to be harvested
is public land of a federal agency, or to the
owner, if
land is
timberland, a~ defined in Section 51100 of the Government Code, and to
State Board of Equalization.
History.-Add&d by Stat•. 1916, Ch. Hli. in effect May 24. lli?G.

Article 9.
~ 4fi2l

§ 4621 2
~ 4h22

§ 462.3
~ 4624

§ 4624
§ 4fi25
~ 4626

• Arhc!e

~

'\

Conversion

*

Appl!cation for conversion; procedure
Cond•!!om for approval of application. written findmgs
AdditiOnal cond•!Jom for appro\al of apphcat!Dn
Aff,da,·it of intent to convert land. add1!lonal proof of m!Pnt
Demal of com·erS!on permit; reasons
Hearing on denial of com·ersion permit
Approval of application
Re,ocation of permit.

addf'd b\ Stats !973, Ch 880, p 1630, m f'ffeet January L 1974

52

5
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No timber may be cut pursuant to an
the
of Section 4581,

<>n•rwr.-,

that section need not be
no timber operations
rezoning or use permit as may
conversion permit is recorded in
record!'r's office in each
county wherein the
to be converted is located.
4623. Affidavit of intent to
intent. The application shall
that the

a
reasons:
statement in
application.
intention to convert
(d) The
regulations of
(e) The
of the nrrlnf'I'OP
the findings required in
provisions of that section.
Hiotory -Stmta. U17G. Ch. 176. in effect May 24. lt1G. added aub<livioion (e).

A person whose
been denied shall be
5
of the
4625.

does

have a
intention
convert
application, authorizing
to cut
that
complies with
4626.

Revocation of permit. If at any time the
finds that the
failed to conform to the intent to convert, as set forth in
and
the
and require full
be recorded in

54
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is

of a county which
preserve or which
on
within an

over
(i) A "scenic highway
view of,
right-of-way
( 1) An existing or ..... ,..,,.,.,"'
highway "'"c'-"""'

within
0

"

by
highway; or
(2) A county scenic highway
Section 260)
if
met:
of
in an adopted general
scenic highway is
the county or city; and
(B)
scenic highway corridor is
plan of the county or city;
plan, including
(C)
proposals for
by the Advisory
regulation
land use, have been
and the county or
Committee on a Master Plan for Scenic
of
city highway has been officially <1esxg:naite<1
Transportation as an official
U) A "wildlife habitat area" is a
or water area designated by
a board or council, after consulting with
considering the
recommendation of the Department of
and Game, as an area of
great importance for the protection or enhancement
wildlife
resources
state.
(k) A "saltpond" is an area which,
at least three consecutive
years immediately prior to
within an agricultural
preserve pursuant to this
been
for the solar
evaporation of sea water in
course of salt production

56

51201.1.

51203.

Preserves.

Assessed

57
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637

valuations referred to in Section
parties to
contract, will be
to
1604 of the Revenue and Taxation Code.
Hiotory.-Acl<led by Stetz. tN7. p. :3:11,, in eH""t Nov•mber II, IN? •• l>ection 112114. llteta. ~-. p :!llll17, in effect
November 10. U!IG!D. r•numberod former Section It~ aa 5120l&nd aubsthuted ··MICtion"' for ""S«tioo 112111..2 arw.f".

Aid to school districts
financial assistance.
p. 4889
Extra Session), in effect December
51205. Inclusion
within
preserve:
"Agricultural
land." Notwithstanding any provisions
this chapter to the contrary,
land devoted to
use or land within a scenic highway corridor,
a wildlife
area, a
a managed wetland area, or a
submerged area may be
within an agricultural preserve pursuant
to this chapter. When such land is included within an agricultural
preserve, the city or county within which it is situated may contract with
the owner for the purpose
the land to recreational or
space use and uses
in the same manner as
in
for
use. For purposes
the term
in this
it shall
section,
be deemed to include
to
use and
scenic highway
habitat area, a
wetland area, or a
area, and where the term
is used in this
to
space use.
51204.

by Stats.

Hiotory -Add<KI by St•ts. 1-. p. 31023. !n eHO>Ct Nov•mber 10. 1-. Stat&. 1!170. p. %:117, in effect November :t1.
1970. add<Ki th• provision• allowing "l•ncl clevot<KI to ro>creelion•! .,,... .. to be included within en 8!1ricultu,.,!
l)r<IIMI'VO!.

51205.1. Notwithstanding any
contra:ry, land
a scenic
subdivision (i) of Section 51201,
be included in an
When such land is

Article 2.
§ 51220
~ 5!221
§ 51222
§ 51223

Declaration

Leg;slative findings.
Declaration as to .-xn.. ncllture
Highest and best use [Repea.!ed.
Public interest in

funds Purpose and necessity.
[Repealed.]

Legislative
legislature finds:
the preservation of a maximum amount of the limited supply
land is necessary to
conservation of the state's economic
of
resources, and is necessary not only to
maintenance of the agricultural
economy of the state, but also for the assurance of adequate, healthful and
nutritious food for future residents
this state and nation.
premature and unnecessary
(b) That the discouragement
conversion of agricultural land to
uses is a matter of public i~tere~t
and will be of benefit to urban dwellers themselves m that 1t vvdl
discourage discontiguous
development patterns whi~h
unnecessarily increase the costs
community services to commumty
residents.
(c) That in a rapidly urbanizing society agricultural lands have a
definite
value as open space, and the preservation in agricultural
production of such lands, the use
which may be limited. under t.he
provisions of this chapter, constitutes an important phys1cal, so~tal,
esthetic and economic asst-t to
or
urban or metropohtan
developments.

58

638

land
as
with Section 51
A county or
• Artide 2:.5 was addf"d by

100
~tl.llh

l96Y, p

5

639

due to
area and that
consistent with the

reason
24, 1~76. edd<><! th" balanc:" of the fourth ..,nt•nc:.. of the first
S..p!&mbar 11, 1,71, !>ddoo
batw..,.n "tlmberi•n<l"

"!>'"""'•"

supe'rvtsou, mdudmg
thr \\'dhamwn Aet lmoiemtnt•l!lon

lm~>l<-nl~nt

51231. Rules
preserves.

and

of

preserve.
51232.

Notice to owners

6

or alter

640
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51238.

uses.

GOVER!':MEJ'.:T CODE PROV!SIO!\:S

communication
uses
any
preserve. No
gas, electric,
or communication
shall be '"'l!."""'u""u
from an agricultural preserve by reason of such use.
The board
supervisors may impose conditions on lands to be
preserves to permit and encourage compatible use
particularly public outdoor recreational uses.
51238.5. Owner's agreement permitting use of land for free public
recreation: Indemnification
claims: Absence of
If an owner
land
to
his
free public recreation,
indemnify such owner
recreation
use.
51239. Advisory board. The
or council may appoint an advisory
board, the
which shall serve at the pleasure of the
council
their
shall
the
council on
of
or city and on any matters
this chapter.
Article 3.
~

51240

§ 51241
~ 51242

§
§
§
§
§
§

51243
51243 5
51244
51244.5
5!245
51246
§ 51247
~ 51248
~ 5!249
~ 51250
~ 51251
~ 51252

§ 51253
§ 51254
; 51254
4 51255

Contracts

Authorit) of citv or county to contract
Other owner; of prime agricultural land to whom C'ontract to be offered
Lands as to which citv or county mav contract
Contract provisions. .
.
.
\:otice lo cih of intention to consrder contract
Term of contract.
Term of 20 years or more: Automallc renewal
~olice of nonrenewal
Termination of contract.
Information to city or county by landowner
Recording with county recorder.
Filing sample copy of contract with Dirf'ctor of Agriculture
Report of acreage under contract in school districts [Repealed l
Authority of state !o
court enforcement act10n
Assessment as open space
Amendment of prior contracts to conform to am<'nded chapt<'r
Certification by county assessor (Repealed.]
Rescission and entry into new contract
Rescission and entry into easpment agreement

51240. Authority of city or county to contract. Any city or county may
contract limit the use of agricultural land for the purposes of preserving
such land pursuant and subject to the conditions set forth in the contract
and in
chapter. A contract may provide for restrictions, terms, and
conditions, including payments and fees, more restrictive than or in
to those required by this
Hiatory.-Stats. 1!159. p 2806, in effect November 10, 1M9, deleted provision for expenditure of public funda and
limitation to .. prime" egricultural tanda from the first aontence and added the se-cond Hntenc•.

51241. Other owners of prime agricultural land to whom contract to be
offered. If such a contract is made with any landowner, the city or county
shall offer such a contract under similar terms to every other owner of
21-77010
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to "use" of tho form of contract. Suns
of food
Agneuhuro •· for ··otrector of

school

districts.

51252.

311. p. !>119. in ,.ff<>et J"nuary
. ®.vbUitut&d "''ltnforceably t®'t.tncte-d" for "an enforceable

"Artie!" XXVIII".

to amended
to this
of the 1969
with the
the mutual

M4. p. 12!12. in "!feet Jll!nu.. ry
th<t fM&cond

nntence

Stats. 1972, p.

lO

•
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51283.

transfer or change in
is not

68

648

Factor
1.06000
4............................................................................................. .
3............................................................................................. .

3.37462
4.63709
7.39384
8.89747

10.49132
12.18080
13.97164

51283.3.

Action upon

of a cancellation petition
use of the

Stats.

653

TO

•

but upon
restrictions.
For
purposes of

7

eon..truct~on.-The effect oi the

rebuttable orerurr•oli•>n
-lrlc>'..on. To overcome
oreru!lltOii<>n
w'JI be lifted in the Pf"':licl••ble

Subject
~ 421.
§ 42L

H22.
§ 422.

f4.23.

t
~

423.5.

423.1.

§ 423.9.

H24.

t

425.

~

421.

H26.

H28.
~

429.

§430.
§ 430.5

Open-space land defined. [Repealed.)
Definitions.
Enforceable restriction defined. [Repealed.}
Enforceable restriction defined.
Factors to be considered in valuation.
Valuation of timberland.
Valuation of !and
Valuation of land
Modification of
Section 15600 of the
Code not ap}>licabl•e.
Valuation where restriction will be .,.,..,..;,,at•><i
Consideration of minerals, etc.
Not
to residence or site.
v~ln~tinn of trees and vines.
a<1Til'ul!h~ral usage.
Rebuttable
Enforceable r,..lmrlrinn re<!W!·OO.

421. Open-space land defined.
operative March 1,

[Repealed.]

[Repealed by Stats. 1969, p. 1702,

421.

Act

preserve created
1965
of Part 1 of Division

1 of

to the California
(b)
means a contract =v·"'"'''+-"'·"
Land Conservation Act.
executed pursuant to the
(c)
6lst day following the final
California
and which,
which are
by statute
a contract.
(d) "Scenic restriction" means any interest or
in real property
acquired
or county pursuant to
(commencing with
Section
7 of Title 1 the Government Code, where
interest

A scenic restriction
shaH
(

contract or

(2) The
could be ~ only by .......,. ol ~lion ol oil or put of the property subject !o the
agreement or
reoson of !he deal!l at 1111 """"""' ol the property subjeet !o the agrt!etner>t.
(3) The agreement provided that c...,.,..U,!!on of the agre.ement must be
board ol superviron or ctty
COW'lcil.
(b) The provisioru of this secl!on oholl not be construed !o provide the exclusive tenru of validation for agre.emenls
executed pursuant to the California Land Coruervation Act and Sholl apply to
for the 1971-lll'l'l! llscal Y""'" only.
The provision! of this section sholl no! be deemed to permit any reduction in the restrictions, terms, and condition!
bere!ofore imposed by agreement.
SEC. 2. Notwithrtanding any other provision at law lo the contrary, the .wessment procedures spectlied under Section
423 of the Revenue and Taxation Code sholl be effective with respect to land subject to taxal!on for the 1971-1972 llscal
year only. if NCb land is subject to an instrument meeting the requirements set by Section I of this act.
N~on ll of Stab. 1974, Ch. 1000, p. 2161, provided thai the
of this act oholl be given proopective
opp!lcation only and oholl not be con.m-ued in a manner which would
the ob!lgal!on of any existing open·!lp&C"
easement or ""'nic restriction ent~ intn
I, 1975. Land
to
NCb - n t or restricl!on oo
NCb date oholl rontinue to be .....,..,.;l
3 at Part I! at Division
- n l under mch ...-t:icl<l and qualifies
I of tbe Revenue and T!Wltion Code so long,.. such
ueder Chapter 6.!! (commencing with Section 51050) of Part l
l of Tille 5 of, or undar Chapter 12 (commencing
with Section l!!l50) of Division 7 of Title I of, tbe Covemment Code.

"""''"""""'Is

422. Enforceable restriction
1703, operative

by Stats.

p.

1, 1970.]

422. Enforceable restriction defined.
purposes of this article
and
meaning of Section 8
XIII of the Constitution,
is "enforceably ,..,.,,h',,t,.r-~ if it is
open-space
to any
following:
(a) A contract;
(b) An agreement:;
(c) A scenic restriction entered into
to January 1, 1975;
(d) An open-space easement; or
(e) A wildlife habitat contract.
For
purposes of
article no restriction
use of land other
than those enumerated in
section
considered to be an
enforceable restriction.
H~~Added by l:ltatlo. 1-. II· 1'1113. - t i v e M11rch 1, 1!1N. Stat& 1fn. Ch.
1,1!114,ad<leclsubeectlcl'l (el.ltatlo. t!l1<3. Ch.
!cl el'tar krntrictl<ln~. Stat& 11111. Ch. ZM.
for uArtk:k!l XXVIIIH. deleted "Stata" llofon~~
M~ I•MI le '•nf-illy
~ted" if It Is lWbj<oct to- fer 'en!'olrc<MIII<II ,...trletion'- In m.t flnt . . . . - . - of th8 fit11t perqraph.
Nom.-stats. !971, p. 1446, in effect Augwlll4, 1!17!, provided:
SECTION I. A contract which at the lime of its execution contained any or all of the requirements contained In this
secl!on Sholl be deemed to provide m enfor.,.,..i>le restriction for pu,._s of Section 422 of tbe Revenue and Taxation Code
and m.J.I be entitled to ......,...,_! under Section 423, 423.11 or 4211 olruch code, provided thAI such contract otherwise
confortN to the statutory requirements ol the c..llfomia Land Comervation Act of 1965, as contained in Chapter 7
(commencing with Section 51200) ol Part I ol Division l of Title 5 of !he Government Code.
(a) If such contract provid"" for its nullification upon the filing of a condemnation of an interest in all or any pari of
the property subject to !he contract and the board ol supervi..,rs of the county or dty council of the city having jurisdiction
over the land subject to such contract !""""" an ordinance interpreting such provision, in the Cll3e of o condemnation of
less than • fee interest, to mean the nullification operates for
of ""to.bl.!shing value for condemnation pu,._s
but that any termlrution of the contract is to be pursuant to
with Section 5121:10) of Chapter 7 of
Part I of Division l of Title 5 ol the Covemmenl Code; or
(b) lf such contract provides that the remaining portion of land after an action or acquisition by condemnation is
determined by the board of
of the county or city council of !he city having jurisdiction over the !and subject
to such extent u to make it uruuilable for those ....,. legally available to the owner under
to the contract to be
lenru of hi! contract
board of supervisors of the county or city council of tbe city having jurisdiction over the land
rubject to such contracts !""""" an ordinance slating that in adt.WU.tering such portion of a contract It will apply Article
5 (commencing with Section 5121:10) of Chapter 7 of Part I of Division I of Tille 5 of the Government Code; or
(c) If ruch contract provides for any wo.iver of a cancellation payment
that such wo.iver is In the be!lt intern!
of the
to roruerve agricultural land and the board of supervison
county or city council of !he city having
Juri!dJicti<>n over !he land subject to such contract !""""" an ordinance
that in administering such portion ol a
contract, it will apply subdivision (c) of Section 51283 of the Government
Note.-stah. 1971, p. 23, in effect March 25, 1971, provided:
SECTioN I. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, !he .....,...,ent procedures specified under
Sections 423 and 423.5 of the Revenue and T o.xation Code •boll be effective with respect to land subject to laxation for !he
!971-1!1721Ucal
if such land is IIUI>ject tn an inatntment
the requiremenb of Section 422 of the Revenue and
Ttwotion Code
such irut:rument is mped or
on.,.. before May 15, 1971; provided, that prior lo
5 o'clock
on March
ellber !be land
""bject to a cor>trael ,.,.. included in a proposal to ertabl.!sh an
&gricullturol pr.,..rve
!0 the planning commission or pl........mg department or the matter of accepting an
N
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423.

Factors to be

1

to be capitalized,
not be less
than the amount so ...... ~:.......... ~.,,....
For the purposes
in
accordance with
with
section and
revenue and
expenditnres. Revenue
be
amount of
or money's
worth~
any cash rent or its equivalent,
land can
be expected jo yield to an owner-operator annually on
average
from any use of the land permitted under
terms by which the
land is enforceably restricted including, but not limited to, that from
·
of
from typical
as evi,ae:nce~a

in
area
cropping
of
land
Proceeds from the
in the revenue from the land.
Expenditures
any outlay or average annual allocation of
money or money's worth that has been charged l:lj'll,i.....,,4
received during
period used in computing
expenditures to be charged against revenue shall
those which
production
maintenance of
are ordinary and necessary in
revenue
that period. Expenditures
not
depletion
charges,
retirement, interest on funds ,invested in the land,
trees and vines
as
as
interest on funds invested
provided by Sec!tion
corporation franchise taxes
from

services.
(b) The capitalization rate to be used in valuing land pursuant to
this
shall not be derived from sales data and shall be the sum
of the following components:
(1) An interest component to be determined by the board and
announced no
than September 1 of
year preceding the
yield rate for long-term United
assessment year and which was
government bonds, as most recently
by the Federal
rounded to the nearest one-quarter (¥..) percent.
(2) A
component which
determined on
the basis of the location and
the crops to
be grown thereon and
proV1s1ons
lease or rental
agreement to
land is
and
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''3.5. Valuation of timberland. When
open-space land which
for
•0rceably restricted
used for
~ercial purposes, the
~ction 1815, and the county assessor
~whether or not enforceably restricted,
the present worth of
timberland to
harvest of timber crops from the land and
income from
compatible uses can :reasonably be expected to yield under prudent
management. The value of timberland pursuant to
section shall be
determined in accordance with :rules and
issued by the board.
In determining the value of timberland
to
section,
board
and the county assessor shall use the
:rate derived pursuant
to subdivision (b)
Section 423.
ratio prescribed in Section 401 shall
applied to the value of the land determined in accordance with this
section to obtain its assessed value.
For the purposes of this section, the income of each acre of land shall
be presumed to be no less than two dollars ($2),
present worth
of this income shall not be reduced·by
value of any exempt
on
land.
"prudent management"
There shall be a rebuttable presumption
use, as defined in
does not
use of the land
uv11v1<:1nn (n) of Section 51201 of the ,;m;ernnaetlt Code, unless the
is actually devoted to such use.
Hlotory.-.Aclciecllly lltou. 1lllll, p. 17llli. open~tlve March 1. 11711. Stata. 11711. p. 71ff'l,ln effect 1\!......,.ber 23. 11711.
eddocl •and the ~ WOI'1h of the I~ attributable to other a!~ compatible .... of the Ia~ to the
flrat _ . _ e n d acldecl the thin! pa1"11!9no!:lh. lltau. 1173. Ch. 3iilll. p.l-n.ln lllffO!ICt Janwry 1, 111114, added ·end the
'-'-"'ether allcwllcloompatlble -·after •timber empa from the Ito~. deletod •aoo the pnomant WOI'1h
of 1h8 1-... ettrlbutlllble to ether allowed compatible ..... of 1h8 Ito~ and added ·undclr prudent
~r after "'yyeecr in """flrat pal"'l!9""!:ih· au~ the pnoaant - . c l !11111"11!9m!:ih for .. pamgmph
-.~~ng witl't condltloM for lm!!Utlne 111 _.,.liori)SI'-ecntt minimum 1 _ . . lltau. '1174. Ch. 311, p. !IIIII. In lllffO!ICt
JmfiUIIIry t, 1m. ...~ ·..mlch 1e ~illy ,....trietacl"' for •owb,leet to '"" ~ble ,....triction•, and
~-~illy~ for ·aub,leet to'"" anfDnlMble ~-In the flm ....,_of the flm
!11111"11!9""!:ih·

.

423.7. Valuation of land subject to a wildlife habitat
contract. (a) When valuing open-space land
to a wildlife habitat
contract, as defined in subdivision (f) of Section 4.21, the board, for
purposes of surveys required by Section
all assessors shall value
such land by using the average current per-acre value based on recent
sales including the sale of an undivided interest therein, of lands subject
to a wildlife habitat contract within the same county. Where ownership

84

(.i) The assessor shall not value any land under a single ownership under
this section unless the owners of such land have provided the assessor with
a schedule of sales of such
that
the previous
four years.
(k) If there are no prior sales within the county of open-space land
subject to a
contract and used exclusively for habitat
native or
migratory
and native
the assessor
value
such land pursuant to Section 405.
Hletmy.-Add<ld by lltete. 11171 Ch. 11&. p. W7, !n •ffeet J•nuary 1. 1!11'4, !lee. 5 thereof prov!<lod for ol•te
payment to local governm10nt for """"""" '""' ~ ...... of this 01ct.

423.9. Valuation of land zoned as timberland preserve. Land which
is zoned as timberland preserve pursuant to Chapter 6.7 (commencing
with Section 51100) of Part 1 of Division 1 of Title 5 of the Government
Code and which is not under an
contract
to Section
51240 of the Government Code
to Section 435.
Hlstmy.-Add<ld by !110>1& 1!11'11. Ch. 111. in ol'foet M•y :14, 1!11'11.

424. Modification of existing agreements and deeds. Parties to
and scenic easement
may
such
existing
agreements and deeds to
of Section 422.
425. Section 15606 of the Government Code not applicable. [Repealed by Stats.
p. 1977, in effect
1969.]
426. Valuation where restriction will be terminated. Notwithstanding any provision of Section 423 to
if
the
or nonprofit
or the owner
agreement,
or uucu-;nn,u.;c;
of nonrenewal as provided in Section
Code, the board, for purposes of surveys
county assessors shall, unless the
such contract
to Section
or 51255 of the
value such
as
in this· section.
If the owner
or the county, city,
or nonprofit
serves notice of
and the owner fails
to
as provided in Section 51091 or 51245 of the Government
(b) shall apply immediately. If the county, city, or
organization serves notice of nonrenewal and the owner does .,...,..,t.,.,t
provided in Section 51091 or 51245 of
Government Code,
(b) shall apply when less than six years remain
the termination of the
period for which the land is enforceably restricted.
(b) Where any of the conditions in subdivision (a) apply, the board or
assessor in each year until the termination of the period for which the land
is enfo:rceably restricted shall:
(1) Determine the full cash value of the land as if it were not
enforceably restricted;
(2) Determine the value of the land by capitalization of income as
provided in Section 423 and without regard to the existence of any of the
conditions in subdivision (a);
(3) Subtract the value determined in subdivision (b) (2) by
capitalization of income from the
value determined in
subdivision (b) ( 1);
Using the rate announced by
board pursuant to subdivision
of Section 423, discount the amount obtained in subdivision (b) (3)
until the termination of
section for the number of years
period for which the
is
restricted;
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(commencing with Section
to Neb usessment
for
requirements of Section
of the Revenue and Ta.utlon
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§ 16140.

i

16141.

~ 16142.

t
i
t

16142.5.
16143.
16144.
~ 16145.
§ 16146.
~ 16147.
§ 16148.
4 16149.
§ 16150.
§ 16151.
i 16!52.
§ !6!53.
§ 16154.

16140.

CHAPTER 3. OPEN-SPACE SUBVENTIONS"'
Appropriation.
Purpose.
Payment.
Payment; limitation.
Open-Space land.
Reports.
Use of funds.
Determination of Ineligibility.
Action by Attorney General.
Determination of excess school district tax rate.
· Determination and report of open-space adjustment.
Maximum assistance !o school districts.
Apportionment.
Limitation. [Repealed.]
Maximum amount of allowable disbursements.
Report of additional information.

f

Appropriation.

There is hereby continuously appropriated to
the Controller from the State General Fund a sum
sufficient to make the payments
by this chapter.
payments provided by
shall be made
only when the value of each parcel
assessed under Sections 423 and 423.5
Taxation Code is less than
resulted if the valuation of
pursuant to Sedion 110.1 of
Code, as though the
an
restriction in
16141. Purpose. It is the purpose of this chapter to provide
replacement revenues to local government by reason of the reduction of
the property tax on open-space lands assessed
Sections 423 and 423.5
of the Revenue and Taxation Code. Notwithstanding any other provisions
ofthis chapter, no subvention payments to a county, city, city and county,
or school district shall be made pursuant to this chapter for land
enforceably restricted pursuant to the Open-Space Easement Act of 1974
(Chapter 6.6 (commencing with Section 51070) of Part l of Division 1 of
Title 5).
Hletory.-$tata. 1178, Ch. 1111. In eff...,t January 1. 1117. acldad the oacond eentence.
• Unless otherwise noted Chapter 2.5, originally composed of Sections !6130 and 16131, was enacted by Stat.. 1972, p. 29S7,
in effect December 26, 1972.
• For the geneoisofChapter3 oee: Slats. 1969, p. 3!!5; Stats. 1970, p. 899;Stats. 1970, p. 2067: Stats. 1971 (First Extra Session),
p. ~I; Slats. 1971 (First Extra Session), p. 5136; Slats. 1972, p. 1977. These provisions were renumbered 1614!>-16153
and amended in part by Stats. 1972, p. !997, in effect August 18. 1972.
I Section 7 of Stan. 1976, Ch. 6158, provided that the intent of the Legislature is to reallocate lhe open-"'*"" subw.ntions
to lP"" .,..,.. priority to lands which ore threaten..C with development or urban!Z!IIi<>n It I• al110 tiM! lnt<ont of the
~ liloot the provlolons or this bill apply only unlll • revised oystem •• d~veloped by tbe stale to """" .....I)'
Ill ~ in> !be praervation of certain categotim of land.
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dollars of assessed value for such fiscal year,
as affected
an
increase or a
in the acreage
the provisions of
Section 423 or 423.5 of the Revenue and Taxation Code.
H!story.-Addecl by St•ta. 1!1711, Ch. 11M. In effect January 1. 11117.

16143. Open-space land. Land shaH be deemed to be devoted to
open-space uses of statewide significance if it:
(a) Could be developed as prime
(b) Is open-space land as defined in """''hn.n
resource whose preservation is of more
ecological, economic,
or other ,..,,,...,....,.,,,~
Resources Agency shaH be the final
devoted to open-space use of
16144. Reports. On or before
thereafter, the governing body of each county,
or city and county
shall submit a
to the
of the Resources
the number of acres of land under its
believes to be qualified for state
various
categories enumerated in Section
documentation as the secretary
after reviewing the report and
of the
government to receive payment and the actual amount to which it is
entitled, shall certify that amount to the Controller for payment, and the
Controller shall make such payment at the same time payments are made
to school districts pursuant to Section 16151.
The secretary may make such supplemental reports to the Controller
as it deems necessary throughout the
to give effect to new or
additional information received from
governing bodies, correct
errors, and dispose of contested or conditional situations.
receiving
such reports, the Controller
pay any amount
therein, and
may withhold and deduct any certified overpayment from the amount
that would otherwise be paid to
local government in the next
succeeding year.
Hi<nory,....Stlota. 1t72. p. :13\M, !n effect December 13. 1t72. IWMtitutecl ell after Hshel! make payment'" for "by
December 31, 1t72.
annuelly thereafter." In th• flnot !IIO""l'l'lll!>h.

""<!

16145. Use of funds. Funds received by local governments pursuant
to the provisions of this chapter may be used for county, city, or city and
county purposes, as the case may be, or
but need not necessarily, be
used for purposes of general interest and
to the state. The use of
such funds shall include administration, supervision, and enforcement of
any open-space program under
a local government receives such
funds. Such funds may also include an allocation
or part of them to
any special
or school district
within boundaries of a local
government in which land is assessed
to Section 423 or 423.5 of
the Revenue and Taxation Code,
which has thereby suffered a
reduction in its assessed valuation, when the local governing body
determines:
(a) That the loss of assessed value is substantial and will have an adverse
effect upon programs of
carried on by the district.
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current or any ""'"'~""'.,
limited to, an action to
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district in which land assessed pursuant to Section 423 or 423.5 of the
Revenue and Taxation Code is situated exceeds:
(a) Two dollars and twenty-three cents ($2.23) for each elementary
district.
(b) One dollar and sixty-four cents ($1.64} for each high school district.
(c) Three dollars and eighty-seven cents ($3.87) for each unified
district maintaining grades kindergarten through 12.
(d) Thirty-nine cents ($0.39) for each community college district. The
Superintendent of Public Instruction shall then determine the
of
such amount multiplied by the open-space
pursuant to Section 16149.
History.-Stata.1973. Ch.1U5. p. 2333, In effect October 2.1973. substituted 82.23 for 82.00 In aubdlvloion (el. 31.114
for suo in subdivision II>). 113.&7 for t:I.!O In aubdlvlslon (cl. deleted former aubdlviolon (d)
to unified
district& maintaining gradu kindergarten through 14. relettered former aubdiviaion {e) as:
(d)~ and
oubetituted 80.38 for 80.29 therein.

16149. Determination and report of open-space adjustment. On or
before October 31, 1972, and on or before the last day of October of each
year thereafter, the assessor shaH report the open-space adjustment for
each school district located in the
to the Controller and to the
Superintendent of Public Instruction. The open-space adjustment shall be
calculated by determining the difference between:
(a) The adjusted assessed value of all land in the district in the base
year, excluding the assessed value of the
to extract oil, gas or other
hydrocarbons, which shaH be the last assessment year prior to the
application of Section 423 or 423.5 of the Revenue and Taxation Code to
any land within the district, and
(b) The assessed value of all land within the district, excluding the
assessed value of the right to extract oil, gas or other
for the
current assessment year.
For the purposes of subdivision
assessed value" shall be
computed by multiplying
value of land in the district
in the base year, excluding the
value of the
to extract oil,
gas or other hydrocarbons, by the percentage which
gross assessed
value of all land in the state on the local roll outside of municipalities
without deductions for any exemptions for the current assessment year is
of the gross assessed value of all land on the local roil outside municipalities
without deductions for any exemptions in the base year. The Controller
shall announce the factors to be used by the assessors on or before October
15th of each year.
For purposes of determining the "actual assessed value of land" in the
district in the base year, any assessor who had announced that he was using
an assessment ratio of less than 25 percent in the base year pursuant to
Section 401 of the Revenue and Taxation Code
adjust the actual
assessed value of the land in the district in the base year to the assessed
had the assessor announced a
value which would have been on the
25-percent assessment ratio. If no announced ratio exists for the base year,
the base year ratio shaH be the ratio announced for the 1967-1968 fiscal
year.
If the value of land within the district for the current assessment year
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16152.

Limitation.

l,
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dollars ($22,000,000) in the 1973-1974
year, and twenty-four million
dollars ($24,000,000) in the 1974-1975 fiscal year. In the 1975-1976 fiscal
year, state disbursements shall not exceed 15 pcrcf'nt of the state
disbursPmPnls in thP 1974-1975 fiscal year. The amounts
this section may be exceeded by
· amounts
General Fund under Sections 51061
51283.
If claims by local governmental agencies
the limitation of this
section, reductions in state disbursements shall be made on a pro rata
acre basis, first on funds to local
for nonprime
described in subdivision (d) of Section 16142 and
lands described
in subdivision (c) of Section 16142, second on
to local un•vpr·n
for prime lands described in subdivision (a) and subdivision
16142, and third to school district
History......Stata. 1912. p. 2!157. In "ffect July 1, 1973, incr..azed th" muimum "mount of allowable disbursements.
Stets.tm. Ch. twl,ln 8ff11Ct January 1,1877, substituted the balance of the firat Mntenca of tho s<~Cond pan>grm>;>h
after ·#basis;* for ~'firet on funds allocated on nonprime lands. and 30eond on funds to loc•~ governml!Jntm on prime
'"'"'•· •nd third to school dlatrict dlsbur...,ments", end deleted the former third psr•11raph which requiro1<!" '""""
to the legiolmture on the lmpsct of the expiration of tho fii!!C~>I limitations In the l!IICtion.

16154. Report of additional information. In addition to the
required by Section 16144, the
of the Resources
require from local government
such other information
to lands valued pursuant to the provisions of Article 28 of the California
Constitution as is necessary for the proper administration of the provisions
of Sections 16142 through 16153 and for periodic review of the potlCH~s
established therein.
be transmitted on
Information collected pursuant to this section
including, but not
request to the Legislature and to other state
tcrtdf~nt of Public
limited to, the State Board of Equalization, the
and the Depur!nwnl of Food 11nd
lilatory.-lltata. IIT.I, p.
Section 111114. l!itatll. IST.I,
- . I ps...,greph.

In effect o...,.mbar u. ttn. renumbared •nd emended !orm•r ll«tlon 11118 ••
140, p. 379, In effect January I, 1174. added "food 11nd" In the !irat """'"""'"of th"
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S0100L FINANCING PROVISIONS AFFECTED
BY TIMBER YIELD TAX

(g), there shall be subtracted the
state aid and state
year, areawide aid to
equaliZation aid to be received for
be received for
budget year,
amount of income to be ·
received from the equalization offset tu
to Section 41203,
and the amount of yield tu revenues, if
not previously
considered as areawide
to
(c) of Section
41700.5.
(i) The amount determined
( 1) acijusted as provided 'in
adjusted
to allow for the '""'""'Ill·"'""'
contributions for
State Teachers' ""''"' .."'·m
by Section
Such orli1U>h-non
any prior year pursuant to Section
revenue derived by the tax rate
acijusted amount shall
budget year.
(j) From
amount computed
there
be subtracted the o:uu'""'"'
collected as taxes on property on
year, excluding the amounts col.leclted
provided in Section
16205, 16214,

56811 of the Education
furthe~n~eaon~•·~~~h~>N

cents
and :)e(:tion
income from
(k:) From
. amount computed nn1r~n1<<lnt to subdivision
there shall be subtracted the amount
or to
to Part 18.5
collected as timber yield w
(commencing with Section 38101)
and Taxation
Code.
,
(l) For the purpOses of this !111il"lt"'l'-rt!lun'l
used in computing the muimum w rate
assesSed valuation, inCluding
'""""""'."''"""
exemption
exclusive the ass«~~d
""""'"""..''"" W
to a :rec1ev•em:pm.em: aR:ency ..,.•.,.e.,,,...,"
The amount
pursuant to !lnrll"'l'-rt'"c'n
divided by
amount of actual assessed valuation
se_cured roll after due
pursuant to
tax rate on
Section 14200. The quotient multiplied
each one hund:r.ed doll4lfs ($100) of
assessed valuation and shall
be the muimum general purpose w rate which may be levied in
the district, dU{ing the 1973-74 fiscal
exclusive of tues proVided
162015,
Section 4147,8329,
16302, 39229, 39230, 39308, 39311,
or 56811 of

For fiscal year
revenue amounts
Government
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CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

As amended November 6, 1974, and presently
in effect
Art.

xm. t

3

[Timb.r tx-mpli'onJ

(j) Immature forest trees planted on lands not previously bearing
merchantable timber or planted or of natural growth on
from
which the merchantable original growth timber stand to
extent
70 percent of
trees over 16 inches in diameter
been removed.
Forest trees or timber shall be considered mature at
40
years from the time of planting or removal the original
when
so declared by a majority vote of a board consisting of a .. ,..,,,..,....,.,nt"
from the State Board of Forestry, a representative from the
of Equalization, and
assessor of the county in which
located.
The Legislature mar supersede the foregoing provisions with an
alternative system or systems of taxing or exempting forest trees or
timber, including a taxation system not based on property valuation.
Any alternative system or .llystems shall provide for exemption of
unharvested immature trees, shall encourage the continued use of
timberlands for the production of trees for timber products, and shall
provide for restricting the use of timberland to the production of
timber products and compatible uses with provisions for taxation of
timberland based on the restrictions. Nothing in this paragraph shaH be
construed to exclude timberland from the provisions of Section 8 of this
article.

Old Section 12-3/4 of Article XIII, in effect
prior to November 6, 1974

[y,.,, and Vin111 Exemption]
SEC. i2%. Fruit and nut-bearing trees under the age of four years
from the time of planting in orchard form, and grape vines under the
age of three years from the time of planting in vineyard form, and
immature forest trees which have been planted on lands not previously
bearing merchantable timber, or planted or of natural growth, .upon
lands from which the merchantable
growth timber stand to the
extent of seventy per cent of all trees over sixteen inches in diameter
has been removed, shall be exempt from taxation, and nothing in this
article shall be construed as· subjecting such trees and grapevine and
forest trees to taxation; provided,
forest trees or timber
be
considered mature for the purpose of this act at such time, after forty
years from the time of planting or removal of the original timber as
above provided, as a board consisting of a representative from the State
board of forestry, a representative from the State board of equalization
and the county assessor of the county in which the timber is located,
shall by a majority thereof so determine. [As amended November g,
1926.)
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June 1, 1979
August 1,
August 1,

•

es

2Q79
3Q79
November
November
December 1979
1Q80

1980
May
May 31 ·
1' 1980

(1

May 31.

(

5,

1
y 1,

1980

5,

1, 1980
November 30,
November 30
December 1980

5~

* Revenue based on
d
(Revenue does not incl
**Estimated administrative costs.

us money investments.
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Calaveras
Colusa
Norte
Dorado
Fresno
Glenn
dt
Kern
Lake
Lassen

7

Madera

Mariposa
Mendocino
Modoc
Mono
Nevada
acer
umas
San
San Mateo
Santa
Shasta
Sierra

2

no

2

Siskiyou

Trinity
are
umne
Yuba

1

.7

Source

lOla

.84

State Board of

lization

County Share of Balance in Excess of S7 Million
in Timber Tax Reserve Fund on June 1, 1979
Share of

Tax Revenue*

County

Reserve Funds **

s

.llueda

1,126 .. 40
10,
.. ?'J
55,018 .. 87
108,200 .. 14

Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
Dorado
Premo
Glenn

l

2

HtDboldt

Lassen
Loa Angela s
lladera
Jlarin
llariposa

Hendocino

8

1

Jierced

Jlodoc
llcmo
Jlonterey

R"apa
R"e'Vada.
Pl~

Riveraide
S acrU~.ento
Sc Benito
Sc Bernardino
Sc Diego
Sc Joaquin
S m luis Obispo
Sc 'Mateo

52.26

18,874.26
6
1
1

Santa Barbara

9

Santa Clara
Santa Cruz

5,795 .. 46
288,783 .. 60

4,800 596 .. 98

Sbasta
Sierra

1

Siald.;you
Solano
Sonoaa
S tanialau.a
Sutter

,._

8

1,
6

1

326 .. 61
.. 77
,267 .. 49
269
28

!rinit;y
!ulare
!uolU!'!me

Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

111,603,770.,00

'fotal
*Total Timber Yield Tu
1oo llaroh

Reserve Fund

...,.;:;..:~:...::.;:;...:;.;;;.;F::--

1, 1977
. 1, 1979

.)

SELECTED
EFFECTIVE

3

c
REPORTING PROCEDURE:
The return shall include

The Timber Tox Harvest
is
must maintain records to report the
records must include the harvest information by lox rote area within each county.

TIMBER HARVE5T OPERATION A. A harvest on pnvate land
combination of these within the

B. A harvesl on

ic land

HARVEST VALUE SCHEDULE preparing the Timber Tax Harvest
State, and the taxpayer mu use
ber value orcas ore shown on
with exceptions in
S;

SPECiES- Timber
pine should be ""'"'"',"
be reported as sugar pine.
green species not listed in
spruce, western hemlock, and western
the remaining old

redwood trees

stand has been removed.
around

cut
perimeter of

of at least a one-inch diameter
in this category by the Forest Service.

are to be

OLD GROWTH OR YOUNG GROWTH - The
the quantity in each category.

either old growth or young
usually rated for size-quality.
to the sale.

or

The

to classi

upon this classification and the old
timber is
be reported as classified by the Forest Suvice

Service

This system is designed lor rating standing
the old growth catE~gal)l.

volumes for certain

upper

no I
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of old

trees sholl he

ced

INSTRUCTIONS
Th~!>
must give full consideration to ali of the characteristics of the timber, An individua charocleristic, such as
age,
oot be used in this classification. The
category shall be selected if a majority of the charocteri
appear under that
This classification may
mode
the registered
forester based upon on
or a statistical
the limber.
scalers may
to rote the timber rely
primarily upon the wood ond
chora de ri s tics.

Old Growth Timber

Young Growth Timber

Wood

Produces high quality lumber with fewer knots in
lower logs.

Produces lower
lower logs.

Age

Older mature trees generally over 150 years except
in the redwood-Douglas fir areas within TVA and
TVA 2 where 100 years shol be the criterion,

Younger trees generally under 150
except n
the redwood-Douglas fir oreos wi
TVA 1
TVA 2 where 100 years shall be the criterion.

Crown

Branches may be downturned and the tops may be
rounded or flat.

Branches are usually upturned and the tops ore
usually pointed.

Bark

Dependent upon species, bark is typical of older
mature trees as described in dendrology books.

Growth

Trees are generally growing increasingly slower as
indicated by annual rings, dependent upon
of the tree within the timber stand. Grain
shows six annual rings or more per inch.

lumber and more knots m

Trees ore generally growing fast as indicated by
annual
dependent upon position of the tree
shows less
within the timber stand. Groin
than six annual
per inch.

SALVAGE TIMBER- Salvage logging occurs whenever the prompt removal of timber is essential to avoid its deterioration
or to prevent the !>pread of insects or disease. Timber
IU
shall include
dying, damaged, or down
!tee~ within the £olvage orca and may include o minimal volume of live, hM
lreu that mu'l be removed incidental lo
the harvest. For old
logging includes the removal of dead or down lreu previously leh as t.Jnmerchantab!e in an earlier harvest.

system. logging systems
LOGGING SYSTEM - The toxpoyer must report the volume of timber harvested by
ine- 4,
code numbers are as follows: T rector - 1, High-lead cable - 2, Short-span skyline- 3, Long-span
and Helicopter - 5. Skyline logging settings are defined by the span
distance between
and ta lhold- shortspan has a maximum distance of 1500 feet and long-span is over 1500 feet.
VOLUMES - Ail volumes are net Scri boer short-log seale (20 feet maximum scaling length) except where indicated otherwise
in Table 1. For national forest
the Forest Service statements of account (bi Iling
shall be the basis for
tax payment.
t products to a board foot basis, multiply the thickness by the width and
SPLIT PRODUCTS CONVERSION- To convert
in
and divide by 144. (T" x W" x L" + 144::: Boord Fee! per
!he

HARVEST ADJUSTMENTS- The total volume of all species on the harvest
is used
the taxpayer to determine
whether the operation
ifies for the small total voiume
the low average volume per acre
stment.
There is no time period involved in these calculations. Average volume per acre is determined by dividing the total volume
on the harvest operation by the total acres of timberland actually harvested.
TABLES - The horves! value schedule for each timber value area has six separate tables to provide the taxpayer with
board feet or other unit of
taxable value of harvested timber. Timber values are shown as a dollar amount per thousand
measure.
codes and units of measure ore shown in the tables for preparation of the Timber Tax Harvest

...

No. 5 and State
East of State

•

\

o COUNTY SEA
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CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION

SCHEDULES, EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1979
the
i
a
of

DECEMBER 31, 1979
26. 1979)

TABLE 1, MISCELLANEOUS HARVEST VALUES- This table is applicable to all timber value areas and shows the harvest
values for
items such as Christmas trees, fuelwood,
and
products. Cull logs ore also listed in this table
and the limber owner must report cui
in gross M board lee!. Except for split products and unsound sapwood, the items
in this table ore to be
in column 14 on the Timber Tax Harvest
TABLE 2, SIZE-QUALITY RATING FOR OLD GROWTH - This table provides two methods for the taxpayer to rate,
species, such timber where required. The lirst method rates the size ol timber by the overage volume per tree and
second method by the average volume per log. The taxpayer should select one rating method to report the entire timber
harvest operation. Average volume per tree is based upon the total harvest operation, whereas overage volume per
is
based upon the reported quarterly volume within the harvest operation.
Average volume per log is calculated by dividing the net volume
estimate ol the number ol scaling segments may be mode by di

actual number of short-log scaling segments. (An
total ineol feet by

TABLE 3, OLD GROWTH HARVEST VALUES - This table shows the harvest values lor such timber by species, sizequality if required, and logging system. The taxpayer musl make the
slments for small total volume on the harvest
operation and/or low overage volume per acre on the harvest
the operation qualifies.
TABLE 4, YOUNG GROWTH HARVEST VALUES - This table shows th~ harvest values for such timber by species and
logging system. The taxpayer must make the adjustments for small total volume on the harvest operation and/or low overage
volume per acre on the harvest operation if the operation
ifies.
TABLE 5, SALVAGE OLD GROWTH HARVEST VALUES- This table shows the harvest values for such timber removed by
salvage
only. The table shows the harvest values by species and logging system. The taxpayer must make the
adjustment
small total volume on the harvest operation if
on
TABLE
by

6, SALVAGE YOUNG GROWTH HARVEST VALUES- This table shows the harvest values for such timber removed
only. The table shows the harvest values by species and logging system. The taxpayer must make the
total volume on the harvest operation f the operation
ifies.

TABLE 1--MISCELLANEOUS

VALUES

s trees
Natural miscellaneous

XNM

lineal feet

PM

Lineal feet

0.25

UPP

Net M board feet

USP

Net M board feel

3.00
3.00
1.00
3.00
2.00

Split products, redwood

Unsound ponderosa pine
Unsound sugar pine
Unsound

No

TABL

z

NG

•

1. Deduct $15per M if the average volume on the harvest opera

is under

0 M per acre or $2 5 per

M if under 5 M per acre,
2. Deduct $10 perM

if the tala volume on

rves.t operation is under

3.$1 perM is minimum harvest value after adjustment.

106

or

$2 5per M

under 8

QM.

TIMBER VALUE AREA 1
TABLE 4-- YOUNG GROWTH HARVEST VALUES
(PerM Board feet)
SPECIES

Redwood
Douglas fir
Ponderosa pine
Sugar pine
Fir, inland
Incense cedar
Whitewoods, coastal
Port Orford cedar

SPECIES

LOGGING CODE & HARVEST VALUE

CODE

RY
DFY

ppy

2

$315
170

$305
160

115
1

105

SPY
FY
ICY

105
135

95

100

90

3

4

$290

$280

145

135

90
90
80
110
75

80
80
70

5

$210
45

15
15
5

25
1. Deduct $l5per M il the overage volume on the harvest operation is under 10 M per acre or
$25per M if under 5 M per acre.

2. Deduct $10 perM if the total volume on the harvest operohon is under 500 Mer $25per M if underSO M.

3. $1 perM is minimum harvest value after odiustment.

TABLE 5--SALVAGE OLD GROWTH HARVEST VALUES

fir
Salvage incense cedar
Sol vage Port Orford cedar

1. Deduct $10 perM if the total volume on the harvest operation is under 500 M or $25per M if under SO M.
2. $

per M is minimum harvest value after adjustmenl.

TABLE 6--SALVAGE YOUNG GROWTH HARVEST VALUES
(PerM Boord

1
1

Salvage incense cedar
So
Port Orford cedar

205
1

Sa

30
1. Deducl $10 per M il the lata I volume on the harvest operation
2. $1 perM is

minimum harvest value after ad1ustment.

107

1S

1

1

205

180
1

under 500 M or $2 Sper M if under 8 OM.

TABLE 2--SIZE

•
Net

SPECIES

TABL

SPEC!

Redwood

1.

Deduct $l5per M if the average volume
perM il under 5 M per acre.

2. Deduct $10 perM i the Iota

vo

the harvest operation

on

M per
or

3. $1 perM is minimum harvest""

108

acre or

$2 5per

M

$2 5
under8 0 M.

TIMBER VALUE AREA 2
MENDOCINO COUNTY ONlY

TABLE 4--YOUNG GROWTH HARVEST VALUES
(PerM Boord Feet)
SPECIES

Redwood
Douglas fir
Ponderosa pine
Sugar pine
Fir, inland
Incense cedar
Whitewoods, coastal

LOGGING CODE & HARVEST VALUE

SPECIES
CODE

RY
DFY

$305

$220
40

ppy

25

SPY
FY

35

15
25

ICY
WWY

1

CMY
1.

Deduct $l5per M if the overage volume on the harvest operation "
per M if under 5 M per acre.

2. Deduct $10 per M if the toto I volume on the harvest opera lion
3. $1 perM is minimum harvest value after adjustment.

under 10M per acre or ~5

is under

50 0M or $2 5per M if under 8 QM.

TABLE 5--SALVAGE OLD GROWTH HARVEST VALUES
(PerM Board
SPECIES

LOGGING CODE & HARVEST VALUE

SPECIES
CODE

Salvage ponderosa pine
Salvage sugar pine
Sa

2

3

4

5

$ 25
35

ZPP
ZSP
ZF

1
5
1

l. Deduct $10 perM if the toto! volume on the harvest operation is under 500 M or $2.5 perM if under SOM.

2. $1 perM is minimum harvest value ofter odiustment.

TABLE 6--SALVAGE YOUNG GROWTH HARVEST VALUES
(Per M Board Feet)

vage sugar ne
Salvage fir, inland
Sa lvoge Douglas fir
So
incense cedar
Salvage miscellaneous conifers
Salvage redwood
Salvage whitewoods, coastal

AF
ADF

AIC
ACM
AR
AWW

1
1

60
40

230
50

1

1

220

205
25

1
1
160

1. Deduct $10 perM if the total volume on the harvest operotion is under 500M or ~5 perM i1 under80M.
2.

$1 perM is minimum harvest value oher odjustment.

1

TA

2--51 E-QUA

•
SP
ne

TA

1. Deduct$10perM
2.

Deduct $10 perM i

overage

the total volume on

3. $1 por M is minimum harvrast value after

TIMBER VAlUE AREA 4

TABLE 4--YOUNG GROWTH HARVEST VALUES
M Boord Feet)
SPECIES
CODE

SPECIES

LOGGING CODE & HARVEST VALUE
2

$140
140

Ponderosa pine
Sugar pine
Fir

3

$120

$105
105

4

5

$ 30

$
95

30

Douglas fir
Incense cedar
Port Orford cedar

1.

Deduct $10 perM if the average volume on the harvest operation is under 5 M per acre.

2.

Deduct $10 perM if the total volume on the harvest operation

IS

under 250M.

3. $1 perM is minimum harvest value after ad,ustmen!.

TABLE 5--SALVAGE OLD GROWTH HARVEST VALUES
(PerM Boord

incense cedar

Port Orford cedar
miscellaneous conifers

1. If the total volume on the harvest operation is under 250 M, deduct $ H1 per M; or, if under 100 M,
deduct$ 25 perM; or, if under 25 M, deduct $ 40 per M.
2. $1 perM is minimum harvest value oher adjustment.

TABLE 6--SALVAGE YOUNG GROWTH HARVEST VALUES
(PerM Boord

LOGGING CODE & HARVEST VALUE
2
4

SPECIES
CODE

SPECIES

Salvage ponderosa pine

$ 40

$ 20

$

1. II the total volume on the harvest operation is under 250M, deduct$ 5 perM; or, d under 100M,
deduct$ 10 perM; or,

2. $1 perM

under 25M, deduct$ 1.5 perM.

minimum horvesl value oher odjuslmen!.

5

2--S!

Ponderosa

SPECIES

s
Ponderosa

Fir

l. Deduct $10 perM

tfu, overage volume on

2.

D.,ducl $10 perM

3.

$1 pet M is m!n,mom harvest vofue a her odjustme-nL

the total volume on

TIMBER VALUE AREA 7

TABLE 4-- YOUNG GROWTH HARVEST VALUES
SPECIES

LOGGING CODE & HARVEST VALUE

SPECIES

CODE

Ponderosa pine

ppy

Sugar
Fir

SPY
FY
DFY
ICY

•on

2

$ 80
80

5

4

3

$ 20

$

20

65

125

95
115

75
95

65

1
15

85

10

the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada only.

1. Deduct $10 perM if the average volume on the harvest operation ,. under 5 M per acre.
Deduct $10 per M if the toto I volume on the horves ope rot ion os under 250 M.
3. $1 perM is minimum horv.,st value oft.,, adjustment.
2.

TABLE 5--SALVAGE OLD GROWTH HARVEST VALUES
(PerM Board
SPECIES

Salvage
Sa
Salvage
Salvage

L

ponderosa pine
sugar pine
fir
Douglas fir

SPECIES

LOGGING CODE & HARVEST VALUE

CODE

3

$160

ZPP
ZSP
ZF
ZDF

$125

5

4

$115

$ 70

115

70

10
65

1

10

45

If the total volume on the harvest operoloon is under 250. M, deductS 10 perM; or, il under 100M,
deduct $ 25 perM; or, if under 25M, deduct $ 40 per M.

2. $1 perM is minimum harvest value after adjustment.

TABLE 6--SALVAGE YOUNG GROWTH HARVEST VALUES
M Boord
SPECIES

LOGGiNG CODE & HARVEST VALUE

SPECIES

2

CODE

Salvage ponderosa pine
sugar pine
So
Salvage fir
Salvage Douglas fir
Salvage incense cedar
Salvage miscellaneous conifers

APP
ASP
AF
ADF
AIC
ACM

$
55

70
30

3

5

4

$ 50

$ 30

$ 20

j$ 1

25

5
25

1

1
1

15
30

1

1

I
I

1. If the total volume on the harvest operation is under 250M, deduct$ 5 perM; or, if under HlO M,
deduct$ lO perM; or, il under 25M, deduct$ 15 perM.
2. $1 per M i• minimum horvesl value oh"' od1u~tm•nl.

1
1
1

•

State Board of Equalization
Timber Yield Tax Program -Administrative Cost
Fiscal Years 1976-77 and 1
Actual
Fi
1 Years 1
1
Est

p

I

t

El
(a)
(b)

n

r

istration
(c) Processing Tax Returns

1• 2

Harvest Data

(d) Audl ti

1.1

s

(e) Collect ng Taxes Receivable

06
0.1

$

,2
f

1

1

1

3· 1
4.lf;
o.s

1

19 5
4 2

0
71,778
J 31.354

7,813

2.9

4.6
o.4

5

.2
79,108

140

8

2·9
4.6
0.4

I

t(l

VoL
©

I

The EcoLOGY

INTRODUCTION

In May of
Collier-Keane Forest

To
growing
promote timber production on
time, the productive C3li>&::itv
utilized. Evidence .....1. . ,..., ....
Copyright© 1978 by the Ecology Law Quarterly
,. Consultant, California Assembly Committee on Resources. Land Use, and Energy.
B.S. 1969, University of Montana (Wildlife Biolo1y).
•• Executive Officer, California State Boord of Forestry. M.A. 1971, University of
California, Berkeley (Economics); M.S. 1973, Univenily or Caiifornia, Berkeley (Wildland
Resource Sciences).
Ch. 176, 1976 Cal. Legis. Scrv. 313-420 (West).
l. ~e D. CROMWEU.. , K. FowLER &. B. KIIUMLAND, TAX Poucv FOR CALIFORNIA
TIMBERLANDS 68 (National institute for
Research Final Report 1974) [hereinafter cited
as NlARj (citing U.S. FOREST Sai..VICE, 0UTI..OOK FOR TIMBER IN THE UNITED STATES (1973)).
~e also INSTITUTE OF ECOI..OOY, PusUC PIJUCY FOil CAUFOII.NIA FOREST LANDS 74 (1972)
(indicating that California's demand for timber products miiht triple by A.D. 2000} [hereinafter
cited as PIJBUC PIJUCY FOR CAUFORN1A FOREST LANDS).

831

-117-

832

Consequently, !he
trees. S<te NIAR, supra
S. NIAR. supro no!e

induced to convert land
to a
The second

a commodity with
nr.,.. ,,.,., to reach
California will not

of an annual tax on
many years of
a
on bare foreslfand in
reach a merchantable size for several decades and
Cor

. '"t

-

6. See note I.5 infra.
7. The classic treatment of this conclusion is
FAIRCHILD, FOREST TAXATION IN THE
UNITED STATES (U.S. Dep't of Agriculture Misc. Pub. No.
1935). Recently, lhe discriminatory impact of property taxes has been the source of considerable discuuion. See, e.g .•
Trestrail, Fonsts and the Property Tax-Unsound Accepti!d Theory, 22 NAT. TAX J. 347 (1969).
For a different view, see K!emperer, Fonsu {l,M the l+o[H?rl'J Tax-A Re-examinaticm, 27
NAT. TAX J. 645 (1974).
It is difficult to define an "equitable·· distribution of property tax burdens among varying
types of land users. Different property tax systems
al!emale measures of "equity"
have been suggested: a system where the tax burden on each user would reflect a given
percentage of
property's market value; a
where the
burden
each user would
reflect a given percentage of the user's ne! busine'iS income
reducing
disadvantages to
land-intensive industries in a property tax
and a system where !he tax burden on each
user would reduce !he overall value of the
to the IIUI!r (i.e., the value of the land if
maintained in its existing use) by a given percentage. See
D. KLEMPERER,
EVALUATING FOREST TAX ALTERNATIVES FOR OREGON 57-70 (1975). The FTRA does not
produce a shift in tax burdens from timber owners to other land users. Those who orc;oosed
adoption of a yield tax system in California
thai any new system of timber !altation for
California [initially would have !Oj generate as much revenue as !he old.·· NiAR. supra note:!,
at 5. The empha,h• in the FTRA is on the removal disincentives to timber growing, leaving redefinition of "equitable" burdens !o the future.
6.

I
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Problems
Although these modifications
the ad valorem
tax,
nitude. 13 Two unforeseen adverse
from the Section 12-3/4

some of the adverse impacts of
also created
of
magresulted

otherwise
reached its
dictated a low "'""'"'"'!!'.
levels cmlo~:icnte

"non-timber"
be able to leave trees
qualified for the
taxes on the trees, a

roads and streams, or as
awareness of the
there was concern that owners should

eCI)n<:>m&c~tUY

The
13.

See NIAR, supra note 2, at 40-64; D. TEEGUARDEN, A YIELD TAX SYSTEM FOR
18-24 (1974); CAUI'ORN!A SENATE SELECT COMMiTTEE ON TAXATION OF
AND TIMBERLAND. PRELIMINARY REPORT 50-56 (1975) [hereinafter cited 11.:!1 SENATE

CALiFORNIA TIMBER
TIMBER

SELECT COMMITTEE PRELIMINARY REPORT]; Ptr!IUC PoLICY FOR CALIFORNIA TIMBERLANDS,

supra note :! , at 99-1 04.
14. One empirical study found timber owners m be "moderately sensitive .. to these
sudden increases. NIAR, supra note ::!, at 14-15. The dramatic impact of the maturity reclassification was demonstrated in an example developed
srudy, in which the rec!usification of exempt limber on an hypothetical hundred-acre parcel would have increased the timber
owner's tu bill sixteen-fold. Pu11uc Poucv FO!I. CAUFORNIA T!MIIE!li..ANDS, supra note 2, at
100.
!5. On timber growing sites that are medium 10
produclive,growth per acre is most
rapid when the trees are fifty 10 one hundred years old. Pusuc Poucv FOR C.<~t.!FOII'IN!A
TIMIIERLANOS, supra note 2, a! !00.
16. See NIAR, supra note 2, at 57. Historically, it was necessary in California to harvest
a large amount of standing timber per acre logged to make logging economical. Further, the
market for small logs was limited, so timber stands could not be harvested frequently. ld. at 53.
scarce;
Conditions have changed since then.
diameter trees are
prices f~r small diameter trees have
and
available that can efficiently remove volumes of
feasibility of int.t•uivt:fv
tions. Intensive selection
Cll!ling cycle~.
ld. Ill ~4.
17. Set: id. ill 11.
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c.
The
also created various
among individual
owners within the class of timber owners. 24 Because of non-uniform valuation, timber
did
bear similar tax burdens. Under the
pre-fTRA system, non-uniform
arose for three reasons: (1) the
use of a market valuation
nature of open-space
contracts; (3) the
m

aJ "·"""' "' '4
The market
bills of owners with
Typically, a
worth less per acre than a smaller
value of
of timberland is discounted
be
of time than smaller volumes.
recognizes the return on
investment as
is worth less
because the owner pays int... r .. .:t taxes, and other
costs until his timber can be
values
which
property taxes were based were
"""""'l'-" by applying a
valuation factor which co1np;ens:ate:<1
the

24. This discussion of inequities in the distribu!ion of uu: burdens among classes of
timber owners follows !he observations set forth in N!AR. supm note 2, at 18-20. A more
politically sensitive policy issue is the proper definition or an '"equitable" distribution of tax
burdens among various classes of land users, discussed in note 1 supm.
25. SENATE SELECT COMM!TIEE REPORT, supra no!e 13, a! 46-47. See also J. ROTHERY, A
STUDY OF FOREST TAXATION IN THE PAClf!C NORTHWEST 1.5-32 (1952). Note that there may be
other reas~ns for the discounted value of large tracts: ) accessibility of timber for harvesting
might be less than that afforded by smaller !racts; (2) the large lracl migh! have sizeable "thin
spo!s;" and (3) since there are fewer potential buyers for large tracl!l, bidding competition mighl
be less keen than for smaller tracts. J. ROTHERY, supra a! 38.
26. Value of Timberland, 18 Cal. Admin. Code 41 (1972). While a discount in assessed
valuations of larger volumes of timber was held unconstitutionally discriminatory where based
solely on the large quantity of timber, Jones Lumber Co. v. Del Norte County. :!51 Cal. App. 2d
645,59 Cal. Rp!r. 644 (1967}. un. dt:l'l. 389 U.S. 1015 (1967), lhe discount withstood challenge
where lhe quantity of timber
only one of
weighed by !he a~sessor in his
Brickwcdei. 274 Cal. App. 2d 6110. 79 Cal. Rp!r. 62
determination. Jones Lumber Corp.
(1969).

r/. SENATE
note 2, al Ill.

SELECT COMMITTEE f'REUMINAI!Y

REPORT, supro note 13, al 55; NIAR, supra
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Committee on Natural Resources and
of

encourage such investment.
the California State Senate
tee on Taxation of Timber and
held

108-109.

3.5. See, e.g., 2 Heorintfs on Loulng Practices in the Sierra Before the California Assembly Committu on Naturol Resources and CoP.sen;;Jtion
UB-91, 192-212 (Oct. 2-3, 1972)
(complainants representing I~Uge
ownen,
ownen, and the State
BO!Ud of Equalization}.
36. NIAR, supra note 2.
37. ld. at 29-30.
38. SENATE SELECT COMMrrrEE PRELIMINARY Rm'oRT, supra note 13.
39. ld. at 100.
40. D. TEEGUAII.DEN, supra noU! 11.
41. ld. al 56.
42. ld. at Jl-34. 54'e NIA.R, supra IIOie 2, at 13-17; SENATE SELECT COMMmEE P'RE!..IMINAII.Y R!'l'OI!!T, 111pra noU: 13, al .5().5.5, 78-79.
43.
TEI::OUARDEN, supra
at lS-38; NlAR, supro note 2, at 2-3.

•
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assessed value of timberland to the income it could
from limber
not be induced to convert their land to other uses
~,..,.,,""'"'

of Tax Burdens

concluded that tax

3.

the "Timberland Preserve Zone," or ..TPZ,"' discussed in the text ac(:on~pamying

infra.

52. D. TEEGUAIIDEN, supra note n. at 35-38; NIAR, supra note 2, a! 2·3.
53.
is easier to determine the immediate
value of timber than to calculate {by
value
timber
will go unharvested for
use of a discount factor) the
number of years. u is necessary under an annual ad valorem tax system. See text accompanynotes 25-26 supro; D. TEEGUAltOEN, supra note
at 38. See abo NlAR, supra note 2, !U
34-36.
54. See tex! accompanyins notes 20-23 supra.
55. See D. TEEGVAIIDEN, supra note 13, 42; NIAR, supro note
a! 33 .
.56. D. TEEGUAIIDEN, supra note 13, 40, 86-88; NlAR. supra note 2."at 6-7. See SENATE
SEI..Ecr COMMITTEE i"REUM!NARY REPORT, supra note 13, a! 86-88.
57. !ke R. MARQU!S, FOREST YIELD TAXES 10 (U.S. Dep'l of Agriculture Circular No.
199, 1952). This fear arose because yield tax receipts are directly related to annual timber
harvests. ArmuaJ timber harvests fluctuate significantly,
a! a county-wide level.
Together with periodic fluctwuions in the
of timber, the instability of county harvests
makes yield tax collections unpredictable.
58. NIAR, supra note 2. at 22. See also D. TEEGUI\IIDEN, supra note 1), at 87 (indicating
that the yield tax system would affect only 5.2 percent of counly revenues in the three coun!ie-.
studied). While there were wide variations in the percentages reported in the NiAR swdy, only
one county received more !han ten percent of its income from limber taxes. NIAR, supra oote
2. at 22.
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tax in mind.
the state constitution to permit
forest
not based on
:sec:uon 3

67.
68.

C.u.. CONST. art. 13, § I (West !954) (amended !974).
CAL CoNST. art. !8,
(West Supp.
provides:
The
by rollcall vote entered
two-thirds of the membership of
house concurring, may propose an
or revision of the Constitution and
the same manner
or withdraw its proposal. Each amendment shall be so prepared and
be voted on "'"'""""·lv
CAL CoNST. art. 16, 4
Supp.
requires thai
to
electors and if '""""'"'""
a proposed amendment or revision .
a majority of votes thereon
take] effect
day
unless the measure
provisions of 2 or more measures
'"''"'.,""'<! at the same
measure receiving the highest
prevail.
aff'irnlative vote
69. CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY, FINAL HISTORY 24$0 (1973-74).
70. ACA 32. Cal. Reg. Sess. (May 30,
71. ld. at .
72. ld. a! 4 (enacted as CAL CONST. art. 13, !I 3(j) (West Supp. 1977) (quoted in note 73
infra)).
73. CAL. CONST. art. 13, § 3(j) (Wesl Supp. !917) nrr>v111e~
[The following are exempt from
tu.ation:]
Immature forest
not
merchantable
timber or
or of
on lands from which
original
of
trees over 16 inches in diameter
been removed. Forest trees or
be considered mature such time after
or removal of the
when $0 declared

a

State Board of
of Equalization, and the asseuor of

a

in which the trees are located.
Le,gislatl~re

may supersede the foregoing provisions with an alternative
trees or timber, including a
system not based on
Any alternative system or
provide ror
immature trees, shall encourage
continued
use of
of tree'ii for timber
and shall provide
for
the
of
and compal·
,;~,h..·rl~.nrl based on
tern or sys1ems of !axing or
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. It

a consensus that a
should be s!ruclured. The
investment in timber
and to
Section m of
Article

tax is

THE YIELD TAX MECHANISM OF THE FTRA

The FTRA authorizes the
the State Controller to administer most of the
The

of a "'"'''""'""""""

86. See CAL. REV. &. TAX. CODE § 434.5 (West Supp. 1977). The specifics of the new
assessment procedures are discussed in the text
notes 107-11 in.fm.
87. CAL CONST. art. 13, § l(j) (Wes! Supp.
requires
any new system adopted
by !he legislature for the taxation of timberlands
system "n:stricting
use of
timberland to the production of timber prcducts." See text accompanying notes I
infra.
Timberlands not within a TPZ and not specially assessed under
REv. &. TAX. CODE § 434.5
(West Supp. 1977) will ordinarily continue to be assessed a! the market valuation, unless
""'":ilfic:lllv exempted by a statutory exception. See
CONSL art. 13, § I (West Supp. 1977);
CAL. REv. &. TAX. CODE U 201, 401 (West !970). C/- California Land Conservation Act of
!%5, CAL, Gov'T CODEn 51200-51295 (West Supp. 1977) (Williamson Acl) (preservation of
agricultural and open-space lands), discussed in the text accompanying note 12 supra
Stale Board of Equaliz.ation makes necessary adjustmena in the yield
18. In essence,
tax rate, determines harvest values of the timber, and collects
taxes. S.u: CAL R~:v. & TAX.
CoDE§§ 38202-38204, 38401-38705 (West Supp. 1977), ami the Stale Controller determines and
distributes the share of yield taxes !o be awarded county govemments. See id. §§ 38905-38907;
CAL Gov'T CODE 27423 (West Supp. !917). The State Superintendent of Public Instruction
administers certain provisions in the FTRA adjusting revenues
by school districts as a
lo
governmen!5. See CAL Eouc.
resul! of the los~ of annual property taxe5 paid
CoDE§§ 17701.4, 20905(k) (West Supp. 1917).
89. CAL REV. TAX. Coo~: § 311204 (West Supp. !977). The Board is !o divide the stale's
timberlands into designaled "timber value areas'' '"containing limber having similar growin11.
harvesting and marke1ing condilions:· ld. Schedules of values for each ~pedes of timber
within each area are 10 he drawn up. fd.
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Which :!!<l,7UI'I"'<i
California !o !he
people of said
state, through their
of any
description whatsoever upon
An Acl for
Admis·
sion of the Stale of California into
§ 3, 9 Stat.
(1850). The key
of the tax question
a determina1ion
the ownership of the timber at !he time
of its laxation: was it owned by the federal government. or by ihe harvester who had conlracl

132

board feel of timber worth an
thousand board
ohhn,rhr""lri of
and

immediate harvest value"
estimated to be in the
of

$1

with the government"' An opinion of
counsel COirnC!Iuae~a
sory imerest lax is not imposed directly on federal property, but
is
privately held possessory right to cui and remove
"" CAL. LEGIS. CO!JNSEL
14881, at (June !8, 1975)(unpubiished)(citing Georgia
Corp. v. County
340 F. Supp. 1061, 1066 (N.D. Cal.
92. Real timber values {those discounting
effects of inflation) would have to be double
tax, maintained ;:u a steady rate six percent, were to
the 1%8-1971 values by 1980 if
produce the same revenue an ad
tax
produced in
NlAR,
supra note 2. a! 32. real limber
rapidly, follows
yield tax rate
would have to be adjusted upward to maintain "replacement revem.1es."
93. CAL REv.&. TAX. Com:§ 38202 (West Supp. 1977). Changes in the yield tax rate
were peued to changes in the average rate
laxation for seventeen counties.
See id.
38105, 38202. This method was suggested by
TEEGUAI!.DEN, supra note
TAX. CODE
381
1917).
94. CAL REV.
95. /d. i 38904.
96. ld. 38905(a).
97. CAL Gov'T CooE §_27423 (Wesl Supp.
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103.
104.
105.

Su id. §

!06.

1

lower
better
as TPZ.

values derived

ld. The classification scheme adopted is related to !he
measured after a specified number of years
specific" factors
as soil
topography,
&i!! C.u.. REv. & TAx. Cooe: I 434 ..5

accurately re-establish the value
I

of the dominant trees on a site, as

related

collection of such data as may be
grade

....,,o..,.~'Ulr·v

2.

117.
l

1258, Cal.
6
Sec text accompanying nole !2 supra.

119.

CAL Gov'T CoDE

120.

ld.§.'\1 II
il$1::

16,

A
which does

1975).

I
""'""'"" for, or

to, the

ii!TilWillfl I!Od

136

The TPZ restriction

c

or communication n~""'m''''"'"'

Grazing.
ld. § SllOO(h).
'51 14.

I
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under the FTRA umbrella.
& TAX. ConE § 38205

